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The phase of pessimism and negativity of the past over two
years is gradually yielding place to more positive outlook for
the economy. The UPA II government has continued its steady
pace of policy reforms. Witness: First, the launching of the
Direct Beneﬁt Transfer (DBT) scheme in selected districts/states
covering limited social welfare measures. This is perceived to
be a game changer, enhancing social and economic welfare
of intended beneﬁciaries, and the same time improving the
country’s ﬁscal governance. Second, the railways pre-budget
massive resource raising efforts – across-the-board passenger
fare hikes – would go long way in improving railways ﬁnances
and facilitate their modernization and expansion. Third,
further efforts have been made to reduce and rationalize fuel
subsidies through calibrated deregulation of diesel pricing
policy. Last, being concerned with unsustainable increase in
trade and current deﬁcits, the government has rightly raised
customs duty on gold to curb its imports.
We are also pleased that the Reserve Bank of India has
recognized the inevitability of easing the monetary policy
further with twin cuts of 25 basis points each in the key
policy rates (the repo rate from 8% to 7.75%) and the cash
reserve ratio (CRR from 4.25% to 4%). We believe that the
combination of increased liquidity in the ﬁnancial system and
reduction in key policy rates would cause banks to offer more
competitive lending rates environment to facilitate revival of
industrial growth and investment outlook.
Nearer home, MEDC appreciates and welcomes the recently
announced New Industrial Policy by the Govt. of Maharashtra.
This policy has several laudable features, and in particular
the efforts to unlock land for promoting industrialization
and planned development of the State. The new Policy is
offering a very useful exit option through conversion of SEZs
into Integrated Industrial Areas (IIAs.), thus, overcoming the
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problems faced with the Special Economic Zones (SEZ) policy which has encountered
severe constraints due to unfavorable changes in Center’s tax policy, as well as due to
the downturn in export markets,. Being a dominant player on the industrial turf of the
country, this policy initiative invites our special attention. This issue of our Monthly
Digest, thus, seeks to reﬂect upon it with a very credible and comprehensive analysis
in an exclusively article coming from an eminent former bureaucrat and a veteran
policy maker.
Finally, in a longer-term perspective, we also need to evaluate the Twelfth Plan
strategy, which has already been ratiﬁed and adopted by the National Development
Council recently. This Plan swears by its vision of “faster, sustainable and more
inclusive growth”. For realizing this goal, it envisages annual real GDP growth target
of 8%; and emphatically sets out the imperatives of implementing well-designed
policy strategy with appropriate steps to deal with governance problems. The failure
to do so and entangling the system into a policy logjam would inevitably lead to
sharp deceleration of economic growth and a huge long-term damage to the very
idea of inclusive growth.
We appreciate such clear message coming from the plan document, which is based
on a strong analytical matrix of extensive consultative process; alternative scenario
building; and rigorous search for realistic formulation. Various expert views on some
of the crucial aspects of the Twelfth Plan as well as the critical appraisal of the
Planning Commission per se in this issue of the Digest will certainly enlighten all our
discerning readers.
Our concern is how much of the message and the policy imperatives for gearing
up our economy back to high growth path transmits to the governments in power
at different layers of our federal structure, but equally importantly to the political
system at large – of course, cutting across the party lines ….We in Maharashtra will
be well advised to look at some of our neighbors to achieve the vibrancy needed to
create an investor friendly growth oriented regime …

Cdr. Dipak Naik
President, MEDC
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Protect allottees living on
government lands

Chandrashekhar Prabhu

The collector of Mumbai Suburban District has issued notices to over 3000 cooperative societies which had, amongst
other issues, the following matters:
a) The notices demanded explanation
from the societies for not completing
the construction of buildings within
two years of allotment of land
b) It also asked the societies to explain
the details of the transfer of ﬂats in
the buildings in the few decades
since the allotment of lands.
c) The collector has speciﬁcally mentioned that the government had
the right to take action against the
societies if the income of any members exceeded Rs 20000 per month,
or if the percentage of members, as
speciﬁed in the G.R. did not belong
to the reserved categories.
d) The punishment for the societies not
complying with the conditions of
the G.R. could be eviction from the
land on which they have lived for
decades.
The societies were asked to present themselves before the collector for a hearing
to explain their stand. During the hearing the collector informed the societies
that the provisions of GR No. 0606/ Sr.
No.54/ J-1 dated 25-5-2007 governing
the transfer of ﬂats in the buildings on
Collectors land are applicable to all the
societies. The societies were advised to

ﬁle necessary papers for regularization
of the transfer of ﬂats before 18-1-2013.
The next hearing was ﬁxed for 18-12013. The societies have since formed
an association which has asked for time
from the collector as they have requested
the government to review the provisions
in the G.R of 2007.
The Association, in its representation on
behalf of the member societies has made
the following points:
a) The lands were granted to several
societies in the past 60 years on
occupancy rights basis on the payment of occupancy price.
b) The Societies have signed an agreement with the then Additional Collector, Bombay Suburban District
incorporating certain conditions on
which the land was granted to the
societies.
c) The conditions such as income limit
of the intending members, reservation of ﬂats to SC/ ST category of the
population, provision for Payment of
transfer premium in case of transfer
of ﬂats etc. which are part of the said
GR are not part of the conditions in
the agreement for of grant of lands.
d) Clause 6 of the agreement provides
for the application of the provisions
of Maharashtra Land Revenue Code
which reads as under:
Code provisions applicable: The pro-
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visions of the said code and all rules
and orders for the time being in force
there-under shall apply to our occupation of the said land so far as may be
applicable and not inconsistent with the
conditions of this agreement.
The conditions mentioned in the said
GR dated 25-5-2007 referred above
are inconsistent with the conditions
mentioned in the agreement with the
Additional Collector, Bombay Suburban
District and hence those conditions are
not applicable to our member societies,
as per clause 6 of the agreement.
This view is supported by the Bombay
High Court, Nagpur Bench decision
in the case of Smt. Jaikumari Amarbahadursing Vs The State of Maharashtra (through 30th September 2008),
Writ Petition No.4433 of 1999. The
High Court in this case has held that
“However, the question as to whether
the terms of the grant provide for such
power is a question which will have to
be addressed on a case to case basis by
the appropriate authority in the ﬁrst instance. If the Authority were to hold that
the grant makes provision to empower
the State Government either to impose a
new condition during the lease period or
for that matter at the time of renewal of
the lease and / or to claim the unearned
income as precondition for recognising
the transfer effected by the grantee of the
subject land, then obviously the principle expounded in this judgement will
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come into play. If there is no provision
in the grant or lease deed authorizing
the Government to resort to any of the
above option, in such a case, the provision of the Grants Act cannot come to
the aid of the State Government. Counsel for the State invited our attention to
exposition of the Apex court in the case
of The State of UP cs. Zahoo Ahmed &
Anr. Reported in AIR 1073 SC 2520 to
contend that the Government Grants
Act declares the unfettered discretion of
the Government to impose such conditions and limitations as it thinks ﬁt, no
matter what the general law of the land
be. Indeed, there can be no difﬁculty in
accepting this proposition. However,
the question that needs to be addressed
is at what stage and in what cases such
discretion is available. That is available
till the lease is executed and before the
grantee is put in possession of the land.
Once the grantee is in possession of the
land, the parties are bound by the terms
of the lease; by virtue of the provisions
of the Grants Act, the lease would prevail. If the lease does not keep option to
the Government to add, modify, alter or
delete, any condition of the lease then
the discretion of the Government cannot
be taken forward unless the lessee, put
in possession of the land, was to accept
such change. Similarly, if there is renewal clause in the lease the Government
will be obliged to renew the lease in the
same terms and conditions”.
Therefore, looking at the interpretation
given by the High Court whereby the
Government is prevented from adding
any new conditions or altering any existing condition to the grantees of the
land, the provisions of the GR dated 255-2997are not applicable to societies as
this amounts to adding new conditions.
e). Under the said GR dated 25-5-2007
the intending members are required
to sign an afﬁdavit binding themselves with the provisions of the said
GR which again is not consistent with
the conditions of the agreement.
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f). The allottees of land by the collector
have stated that there seems to be an
impression in the minds of the collector’s staff that the societies were
granted land at concessional price.
The association has stated that the
impression is baseless in most cases,
and that the lands granted were not
developed lands but marshy land,
then called khadi land which at least
6 feet under water at the time of allotment. It was the condition of the
grant of land that the societies shall
develop the khadi land by ﬁlling
the same and making it ﬁt for multi
storey construction. In addition, the
societies were required to develop
sewers, roads, storm water drains,
lighting, and water supply pipelines
at their expense in the layout. The
cost estimated by BMC in October
1971 and submitted to the State
Government for putting up these facilities worked out to more than the
normal land cost in the area where
lands were allotted. Further, the societies were also required to contribute 50% of the cost of DP Road, and
hence have paid for the actual physical infrastructure. The societies have
given an undertaking on stamp paper to the Municipal Commissioner,
Greater Bombay Municipal Corporation agreeing to provide for all these
amenities / facilities at their cost.
The said undertaking was registered
with the Sub-registrar, Bombay. Having made to spend such a huge sum
(more than 40 years ago) it cannot be
said that the lands granted to societies was at a concessional price. Further, the words “ concessional price”
was nowhere appears in the land allotment letter issued to the member
societies or in the agreement with
the Additional Collector.
The Bombay High Court in the case of
Mr. Aspy Chinoy Vs. The State of Maharashtra in Writ Petition No. 713 of 2001
has held at page 29 that

“The learned counsel for the Government was notable to point out to us a
provision in the land disposals Rules
dealing with the grant of land on lease
in the city of Bombay to a Co-operative
Housing Society at a concessional Rate.
In the Rules, there is a provision for grant
of land to a co-operative Society in occupancy right, there is also a provision
for grant of lease land under section 38
of the Code but there does not appear
to be any provision in the Land Disposal
Rules regarding grant of land on lease to
a Co-operative Housing Society at concessional rate in the City of Bombay.
Therefore it appears that for this reason
also the 1983 Resolution will apply to
the grant of lease of plot in question to
the Company after calling for bids, at
competitive rate. In any case, if one goes
by the language used in the Government
Resolution referred to above, the plain
reading of the Government Resolution
apply when the land is granted in favour of a co-operative housing society as
concessional rate.”
In this case the foreshore land was fully
developed and granted after calling for
competitive bids and the Court held
that the land acquired through competitive bids was non concessional grant
and hence no transfer premium is payable in such societies. In other cases
the member societies were required to
spend huge amounts for the development of various infrastructure facilities
in the area which in the normal course
should have been provided by the
Government. Hence this decision of
the Court squarely applies in all such
cases where land was not given to the
societies on concessional price but the
khadi land was fully developed by the
societies/Association instead of by the
Government.
g) The GR provides for reservation of
20% of the ﬂats to the SC/ST category
of the population. While making allotment of lands, more than 20% of
the land area was allotted exclusive-
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ly to societies comprising of members from the SC/ST category of the
population. Non-SC/ ST category of
people were not allowed to be members of these societies. In addition
there were plots exclusively granted
to minority community. Hence the
reservation to SC/St category was adequately taken care of in most of the
layouts. This condition of the said GR
was not part of the agreement signed
by the societies with the Additional
Collector. hence, not applicable to
the societies.
h) The said GR dated 25-5-2007 provides for income limit to become a
member in the society in the Collectors land. There is no provision in
the agreement with the Additional
Collector limiting the income of an
intending member. This condition
therefore is also inconsistent with the

conditions mentioned in the agreement and hence not applicable to
the societies.
6. Taking into consideration the facts
mentioned above, the societies
have submitted that the GR is not
applicable to them in its entirety.
The High Court decision referred to
earlier fully supports this view.
7. Further, preamble to the said GR
states as under:
“Policy regarding allotting Government
land for co-operative societies”
This shows that the said GR would be
the policy for allotting government land
to co-operative societies after the issue of
the GR. Hence this GR cannot be used
for the lands allotted in the past.
The societies and their members have
requested the Government to withdraw

the G.R. so that the citizens are not put
to undue hardships.
If the collector implements the threat to
evict the allottees, more than ten lakh
persons will be dishoused. On one hand
the government policies insist on tolerating unauthorised structures, and give
the formal status in the schemes for slum
free cities, on the other, those who have
been residing legitimately on lands allotted by the government are sought to
be evicted. With the elections fast approaching, the government should solve
the peoples’ problems and protect them
rather than continuing to harass them

time and again.
__________________________________
The Author is Consulting Editor, MEDC
Economic Digest
chandrashekharp@hotmail.com

MEDC’s Events in the month of FEBRUARY 2013
Date & Venue

Name of the Events

Prominent Speakers

Paid / Free

13th February 2013
11 am – 1.30 pm
Cultural Hall, 4th Floor,
Y.B. Chavan Centre,
Nariman Point,
Mumbai

Discussion Meeting on
MCGM Budget 2013-14 for
Mumbaikars

Municipal Commissioner (MCGM),
Addl. Municipal Commissioner
& other experts

Open for All
Registration Compulsory

14th February 2013
9.30 am – 6.00 pm
Manek Sabhagraha
Opp. Lilawati Hospital
Bandra (E), Mumbai – 400 50

3rd National Conference on
‘MSME – Gearing up to Global
Competitiveness’

Industry Minister, Industry
Secretary, Development
Commissioner, Secretary–SME,
Director, MSME Institute,
Representative from Banks,
Technology / Infrastructure
Providers etc

Open for All
Registration Compulsory

16-17 February 2013
Mercure Lavasa Hotel
Lavasa City, Pune

Workshop on
‘The Next Big Economic
Reforms’

Dr. Vijay Kelkar
Shri. Manpreet Singh Badal
Shri. Suresh Prabhu
Dr. Mohandas Pai
Dr. Surjit Bhalla,
Dr. Shreekant Sambrani

Only Invitees

For more details pl. contact :
Mr. Suresh A. Ghorpade – DGM, Cell : 9819874631 email : sureshg@medcindia.com
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Global Economic Monitor

Global Trade and
Investment Trends

Dr. P
D
Prakash
k hH
Hebalkar
b lk

This month saw creeping protectionism
in trade, China’s continuing outperformance vis a vis India and Britain’s sceptical review of relations with the European
Community.
Trade wars and protectionism surfaced
in December, this time between the
USA and Mexico. It related to agricultural produce, speciﬁcally tomatoes
exported to the USA.
As tomato growers in Florida and some
other states ﬁght a 16-year-old agreement that they contend allows farmers
in Mexico to export tomatoes at a price
below their costs, the Mexican farmers
are ﬁnding allies in the United States.
The trade dispute highlights the network of interlocking interests between
the countries under the North American
Free Trade Agreement. Trade across the
Mexican border is now worth more
than $1 billion a day. American producers of corn, soybeans, apples, pork and
chicken have increased sales to Mexico
greatly over the years as trade barriers
have been dismantled. But at the same
time, Mexico has become a fast-growing supplier of produce to American
Florida farmers are leading a campaign
to persuade the Commerce Department to scrap the accord. They won a
victory in September when the department announced a preliminary decision
to end it. Lawyers in the case say a ﬁnal
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decision may be issued in the next few
weeks. But other United States interests
are lining up in support of continuing the
agreement supermarkets and restaurants.
Tomatoes lead the list: exports have
doubled and their value has tripled since
the mid-1990s, to almost $2 billion.
That has been aided by a complex
arrangement dating from 1996 that
established a minimum price at which
Mexican tomatoes are permitted to enter
the American market. American supporters of the codicil to the NAFTA accord
argue that it has created a reliable supply
and predictable prices.
Consumers have come to expect
year-round tomatoes, said Bill Piper, the
vice president and general manager of
Grant County Foods in Dry Ridge, Ky.,
a large produce wholesaler and repacker that buys tomatoes from Florida and
Mexico. If it becomes harder to import
Mexican tomatoes, he said, “people will
have to put up signs: ‘We have tomatoes today’ or ‘We don’t have tomatoes
today.’ ” Scott DeFife, executive vice
president at the National Restaurant
Association, said that “people want tomato-based dishes all the time.” He added, “You plan over the course of the year
where you are going to get your supply
in the winter, the spring, the fall.”
Without tomatoes from Mexico, a winter freeze in Florida, for example, would

send prices shooting up, he said.
If the 1996 deal were cancelled, importers, distributors and retailers said they
suspect that American growers would
ﬁle a new antidumping complaint
against Mexican tomatoes. Under that
process, the Commerce Department
could impose tariffs on Mexican tomatoes if it determined that the Mexicans
were selling below their costs. Even if
the department eventually found that
the Mexicans were not dumping, a
complaint itself would have a chilling
effect on trade.
“All these other companies involved
in the Mexico supply chain stand to
lose a good portion of their business if
protectionism is put in place,” said
Lance Jungmeyer, the president of the
Fresh Produce Association of the Americas, a trade association of importers and
distributors based in Nogales, Ariz.
The Mexican producers have offered
changes to the 1996 deal, including
raising prices to as much as 48 percent
more than the current price. American growers have not been placated.
Reginald L. Brown, the president of
the Florida Tomato Exchange, said that
the ﬂood of Mexican tomatoes pushed
the price so low last winter that the
industry could not cover picking and
packing costs.
Source: New York Times
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The competitive weakness of India’s
exports vis a vis China’s showed up again.
China’s exports were up, while India’s
were down despite a depreciating Rupee
and an appreciating Yuan. China focused
on the USA, as this column has advised
exporters for the past year to do, while
India stuck to its traditional focus on
Europe and the less developed countries.
Despite the rupee losing value against
the dollar, Indian exports fell in AprilNovember (year-on-year) by nearly six
per cent. Experts say this is because our
product-mix largely veers towards the
low end of the manufacturing chain.
China, on the other hand, managed to
retain export competitiveness and registered a seven per cent growth in exports
during the same period, despite the yuan
rising against the dollar
…………..Ajay Sahai, director general,
Federation of Indian Export Organisations, said, “More than cross-currency
movements, what has been affecting
external trade out of India and China
is the product proﬁle of the commodities they trade in. China mainly exports
electronics and machinery products.
India ships out goods at the lower end
of the manufacturing chain such as
gems and jewellery, textiles and leather
products, where competition is more
intense.” Among India’s top export
commodities, outbound shipments of
engineering and gems and jewellery
items — two of the largest export revenue generating sectors in the country —
contracted 5.3 per cent and 10 per cent,
respectively. Those of cotton yarn, jute,
readymade garments and handicrafts
shrunk 11 per cent, 14 per cent, eight
per cent and 65 per cent, respectively,
during April-November.
China largely exports ofﬁce machines
and data processing equipment,
telecommunications
equipment,
electrical machinery, apparel and

clothing.
Sridhar
Venkiteswaran,
executive director, Avalon Consulting,
said the EU and the US feature among
India and China’s top trading partners.
External trade out of both countries
have been affected by the recession in
the EU. “But while China exports more
value-added products, with the bulk of
manufacturing of electronic products
for companies like Apple having shifted
there, India, even in engineering goods,
is near the bottom of the manufacturing
chain,” he said. All this means when
globally the markets contract, despite
favourable currency movement for
exporters, India is unable to maintain
export growth, Venkiteswaran said.
In the ﬁrst half of 2012, in fact, the US
had overtaken the EU as China’s largest export destination. Source: Business
Standard January 07, 2013
The same story
December 2012.

was

repeated

in

Shipments to the European Union rose
2.3 percent in December, the ﬁrst gain
since May, on demand from the U.K.
and the Netherlands. Exports to the U.S.,
Canada, South Korea and India also
accelerated. Even so, the U.S. replaced
the EU last year as China’s largest export
market, Zheng Yuesheng, head of
customs statistics, said at a press brieﬁng
today. Sales to the bloc fell 6.2 percent
in 2012. The two markets together
accounted for one-third of China’s
exports in 2012, customs data showed.
Source: SFGate January 23, 2013
Given the current global economic
environment and the public undercurrent of protectionism in most countries,
US looking at local sourcing at a greater
level.
A wide range of companies, including Apple, General Electric and Brooks
Brothers, are experimenting with making more products in the United States.
The moves make good public relations,
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but they also take advantage of cheaper
energy costs and transportation beneﬁts
in this country.
On Tuesday, Walmart, the nation’s largest retailer, gave its suppliers an added
incentive, announcing that it would
increase sourcing of American-made
products by $50 billion over the next 10
years. Walmart said it would buy more
goods already produced in the United
States, like games and paper, as well
as help vendors in areas like furniture
and textiles return production that had
moved overseas.
The recent travails of the European
economy and the necessity of greater
integration of both the ﬁscal regime and
banking are prompting Britain to relook
at the balance of beneﬁt and cost of
being part of the European Union. One
of the main drivers was pressure from
the City of London, i.e. the ﬁnancial
centre, which lost out in a recent bank
supervision deal between Germany and
France. There is also concern over a
Financial Transactions Tax that is being
discussed.
British Prime Minister David Cameron
will deliver a speech in London on Jan. 23,
during which he will discuss the future of
the United Kingdom’s relationship with
the European Union. Excerpts leaked to
the media suggest that harsh EU criticism
will ﬁgure prominently in the speech, a
suggestion in keeping with Cameron’s
recent statements about the bloc. But
more important, the excerpts signal
an unprecedented policy departure:
renegotiating the United Kingdom’s
role in the European Union. London
has negotiated exemptions from some
EU policies in the past, even gaining
some concessions from Brussels in the
process; this time, it is trying to become
less integrated with the bloc altogether.
Most important, Cameron is framing
his proposals not in terms of national
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sovereignty but in terms of social wellbeing. In doing so, he acknowledges
the social implications of the European
crisis. Cameron has even said that the
European Union currently is hurting its
citizens more than it is helping them.
According to leaked portions of his
upcoming speech, he believes that there
is a “growing frustration that the EU is
seen as something that is done to people
rather than acting on their behalf” and
that the issues are “being intensiﬁed by
the very solutions required to resolve the
economic problems.”
The excerpts also cite Cameron as saying
“people are increasingly frustrated that
decisions taken further and further
away from them mean their living
standards are slashed through enforced
austerity or their taxes are used to bail
out governments on the other side of
the Continent.” This rhetoric could
become highly attractive in Europe,
where people from Germany to Finland
believe that taxpayers’ money is being
used to bail out inefﬁcient peripheral
countries. And many Greek, Spanish
and Portuguese citizens probably
would sympathize with the notion that
austerity is worsening their quality of
life. Cameron’s rhetoric suggests that
he is positioning the United Kingdom
to be the leader of a counternarrative
that opposes Germany’s view of
the crisis.
But this strategy is not without risks for
the United Kingdom. In recent years, the
country’s veto power in the European
Union has been reduced substantially.
With each reform of the European treaties,
unanimous decisions were replaced
by the use of qualiﬁed majority. Even
in cases where unanimity is required,
Berlin and Paris have managed to
bypass London when making decisions.
For example, Cameron refused to sign
the ﬁscal compact treaty in 2011, but
Germany and France decided to proceed
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with it, even if only 25 of the 27 EU
members accepted it.
Moreover, the “enhanced cooperation
mechanism,” the system by which EU
members can make decisions without
the participation of other members, increasingly has been used to move forward with European projects. Currently,
the EU’s Financial Transaction Tax is
being negotiated under this format. In
recent times, London has been able
only to achieve exemptions without real
power to block decisions.
Meanwhile, the ongoing crisis has
compelled the European Union to prioritize the 17 members of the eurozone
over the rest of the bloc. This has created a two-speed Europe, where core
EU members integrate even further as
the others are neglected somewhat.
London could try to become the leader of the non-eurozone countries, but
these countries often have competing
agendas, as evidenced by recent negotiations over the EU budget. In those
negotiations, the United Kingdom was
pushing for a smaller EU budget to ease
its ﬁnancial burden, but countries like
Poland and Romania were interested in
maintaining high agricultural subsidies
and strong development aid. The dilemma is best understood in the context of
the United Kingdom’s grand strategy.
Unnecessary political isolation on the
Continent is a real threat to London.
The more the European Union focuses
on the eurozone, the less inﬂuence the
United Kingdom has on continental Europe. The eurozone currently stretches
from Finland to Portugal, creating the
type of uniﬁed, Continental entity that
London fears.

superpower, continental Europe cannot
afford to ignore the United Kingdom.
Moreover, London also represents
a viable alternative to the German
leadership of Europe, especially when
France is weak and enmeshed in its
own domestic problems.
Source: United Kingdom Moves Away
from the European Project | Stratfor
The ﬁnal development is a sad one; it
relates to a terrorist attack on gas ﬁelds in
Algeria. Terrorism remains an unpredictable factor in the global economy.
A Libyan defense force charged with
making sure the nation’s oil sector is
secured said it was strengthening its lines
along the western and southern borders
given regional instability. A decision to
use force to help ensure the territorial
integrity of Mali, to Libya’s south,
prompted al-Qaida militants to storm
a natural gas facility near the Algerian
border with nearly 100 casualties,
mainly
foreign
citizen
workers.
Source: CSM

__________________________________
The author is President, ProﬁTech –
Globalisation and Infrastructure Strategy
Consultants
proﬁtechconsultants@gmail.com

For the British, this threat can be
mitigated in several ways, the most
important of which is its alliance with
the United States. As long as London
is the main military ally and a major
economic partner of the world’s only
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Maha Trends

Some aspects of
Maharashtra’s new
Industrial Policy 2013
Azeez M Kh
A
Khan, IAS (Retd)
Khan
(R d)

Maharashtra’s new Industrial Policy (NIP)
2013, announced recently, has been a
long time in the making, though many
components had been given shape over
the last one or two years. The ‘delay’
had been criticized, and some positive
features need not have awaited a comprehensive document. However, the
original tenure of the last Policy, which
expired in March, 2011, had been extended, so there was no hiatus. Moreover, mid-course corrections had been
made from time to time. On the whole,
the NIP has been worth the wait.
At one level, a State’s Industrial Policy
is a broad statement of intent. However,
while some components may be workin-progress set out in general terms,
others must provide some operational
detail. Since the future direction has to
be put in context by summarizing where
the State stands, the Policy document is
also an opportunity to project achievements through facts and ﬁgures. Easily
accessible though these may be, they are
usually (and inexplicably) ignored in the
general discourse, and the NIP cites a
few important indicators which needed
reiteration. While broader issues relating
to investment and infrastructure are obviously relevant to industrial development
and the 2006 Policy explicitly included
them in its title, the NIP is more manageable and focused while still addressing a
few such issues.

theless, as in other States, the NIP also
sets out such targets: 12-13% annual
manufacturing growth; 28% share of
manufacturing in State GDP (presumably
to be achieved by 2022, not over the
next 5 years); 20 lakh new jobs; and Rs.
5 lakh crore fresh (industrial) investment.
The last is based partly on the response
to the 2005 Mega Project Policy. The
ﬁrst two depend on many other factors
(including actions by the Centre) outside
the State Government’s control. Maharashtra’s recent manufacturing growth
rate has been relatively high and the NIP
interventions can claim to support it, but
their impact cannot be quantiﬁed. As for
the targeted share of manufacturing in
Maharashtra’s GSDP (at 21% today, 5
percentage points higher than the national average), the National Manufacturing
Policy 2011 aims at 25% for the country
by 2022 (though the NIP cites an earlier
draft for its target of 28%). The importance of manufacturing for economic

growth, direct and indirect employment,
as well as productive utilization of land
in the Indian context is well understood.
However, its share also depends on the
how other sectors are growing. Besides,
there is a two-way relationship between
them (increasingly, the services sector in
particular) and manufacturing.
The speciﬁc NIP interventions deal with
(1) land, and some infrastructure issues;
(2) ﬁscal incentives and support; (3) administration; and (4) related policies.
Some are intended to attract new industries but, importantly considering that
they will continue to be the mainstay of
manufacturing in the NIP period, others
support the growth of existing units as
well. The comments which follow focus
on some of these components.

LAND, AND SOME
INFRASTRUCTURE ISSUES
Land availability and fresh acquisition

Speciﬁc macroeconomic targets are best
left to the Central Government. NeverMaharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Economic Digest
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for industry at workable rates is becoming problematic everywhere, but more
so even at sites with future potential
in Maharashtra, leave alone existing
industrial centres. The high proportion
of urbanization is one reason. Moreover,
considerable land in areas with potential
may already be with speculators through
informal arrangements. In these circumstances, in its present form the recent
Central Bill may make land at many
places unaffordable for manufacturers as
compared to other users.
The Maharashtra Industrial Development Corporation (MIDC) has developed
around 250 industrial estates across the
State, on more than 60,000 ha. of land.
Even so, most industries are located outside them. Considering the advantages
of these estates, many industries would
prefer land there, but it is in short supply. The pioneering legislation which
established MIDC in 1962 emphasizes
land acquisition through negotiated settlements where possible. The compensation paid today for comparable land is
several times higher than a decade ago.
MIDC now has a much more extensive
resettlement package, though it can
be improved. The NIP expects MIDC
to “use innovative models” for such
acquisition.
While MIDC will strive to get more
land, it is as important to maximize
existing land utilization. The NIP sanctions MIDC’s long-standing proposal to
increase FSI to 1.5 (as against 1.0 at present) in its areas, and extends it to over
a hundred functioning cooperative industrial estates. Units will have to pay a
(hopefully reasonable) premium for the
additional FSI to strengthen the supporting infrastructure and services that may
be required. While it is applicable to all,
the increase in FSI is particularly relevant
for MSMEs in the older estates which are
in or around major urban areas which
have no land on which to expand or
the means to relocate – if their manufacturing or ancillary processes can be
safely carried out in vertical structures.
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Construction of ﬂatted sheds for MSMEs
in MIDC areas will also be revived. However, MIDC’s past experience shows
that there are many pitfalls in devising
a suitable model for their design, construction, management, maintenance,
pricing, regulation, etc. which will ﬁrst
have to be resolved. It is a fact, however,
that many MIDC plots have not been utilized by allottees for several years. MIDC
has made some effort in recent times to
resume lands lying unjustiﬁably idle.
While many plots have been taken over,
many more need to be pursued considering their number so that they can be
used by others.
Another NIP measure to unlock industrial land and productive assets lying idle
within and outside MIDC areas is to revive an amnesty scheme which operated
for some time under the 2006 Policy.
The scheme waives accumulated interest and penalties on State Govt. dues
if the principal amount is repaid in a
single installment. The NIP has enlarged
its scope to include the dues of Govt.
agencies and companies (such as the
electricity distributor and MIDC). Thus,
while Govt. will get some of its money
back, new buyers (entering directly, or
through recovery tribunals, etc.) will ﬁnd
it easier to take over and put the land
and assets to use.
The NIP introduces an exit option for
certain SEZs through conversion to ‘Integrated Industrial Areas’ (IIAs). The media
and public discussion on the NIP has so
far centred on this initiative to the neglect
of others, and it needs elaboration. The
Central Govt. introduced the concept of
SEZs more than ten years ago. It was far
wider than the earlier, Govt. led Export
Processing Zones (such as SEEPZ). SEZs
were to be integrated, greenﬁeld estates
for export-oriented manufacturing, processing and services, with custom-bonded areas, infrastructure and productionrelated as well as social support facilities.
Units and developers were incentivised
in terms of Central taxes and other dispensations. In 2005, the concept was for-

malized in a Central law. With two major
ports and expected PPP development of
some minor ports, and industries already
contributing more than a quarter of India’s exports, Maharashtra soon had the
largest number of SEZs at various stages
of approval or implementation in through
both the private sector and public agencies. While several smaller Information
Technology (IT) SEZs, which did not need
much land or built-up area, went into operation early, ‘multi-product’ and singleproduct ‘SEZs’ took longer to develop,
and new entrants continued to be attracted. However, unfavourable changes
in the Central tax and other beneﬁts coupled with downturns in export markets
hit SEZs everywhere. Many developers at
different stages of getting land, or those
who had yet to develop infrastructure
withdrew, and will see how else they can
use the land already in hand (if privately
obtained). Others, particularly those who
acquired land through public agencies
(often in joint ventures) in order to develop SEZs, are caught between two stools –
SEZ development is no longer viable, but
exit is constrained by the terms of public
involvement. Thus, utilization of the land
will lie unused. A Committee chaired by
the Director of Town Planning was appointed to consider the way forward.
The NIP seeks to unlock such lands,
with the stated objective of promoting both industrialization and planned
development, by providing the following
options (though several other SEZs might
opt to continue):
(1) SEZs on MIDC lands (in estates whose
land was not acquired speciﬁcally for a
SEZ): can revert for use as non-SEZ industrial estates following MIDC regulations (MIDC being the Special Planning
Authority (SPA) for lands acquired under
its Act). MIDC has been doing that anyway in SEZs it was to develop alone. It
has backed out from many unrealistic
proposals, and several more withdrawals have been sought. This would make
more land available for regular industrial
use in many MIDC areas. The ones in
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Nagpur, which is expected to continue
as a SEZ). If so, including 6 SEZs withdrawn earlier, around 8,500 ha of land
is involved. Even if all of these SEZs opt
for IIA status, only 2,550 ha. (30%) in the
erstwhile SEZs at different places would
be available for residential or other
support activities, and another 850 ha.
for ‘purely commercial’ uses. However,
not all may opt to convert.

trouble are some joint ventures (JVs) (set
up through competitive bidding, with
MIDC as minority partner) in such areas
– also at ‘difﬁcult’ locations – which are
in trouble. The private partner will have
to negotiate exit with MIDC in terms of
the agreement between them, probably
at a high cost (at least one has apparently done so). NIP does not offer them a
special exit route (though similar JV
SEZs on pre-existing CIDCO lands can
convert to IIAs).
(2) IT/BT SEZs (on both private or MIDC
lands, presumably): can be developed
as per the IT/BT Policies. Thus, these
SEZs can convert to IT/BT Parks.
(3) Other SEZs a) on private lands (which
may ﬁnd it attractive at places where
they could no longer avail of the zoning and other land-use concessions they
were given earlier); b) on lands acquired
by MIDC or CIDCO speciﬁcally for
developing SEZs through JVs (oddly,
since similar JVs on pre-existing MIDC
estates are precluded); and c) SEZ JVs on
pre-existing CIDCO lands: conversion
into IIAs.
In the IIAs, at least 60% of the area
would be for industrial use (as against
a minimum ‘processing’ area of 50% in
SEZs). The remaining 40% can be used
for support and other activities. A quar-

ter of this remaining area can be used
commercially, and 75% for residential
and non-residential (such as utilities,
education, health, etc) purposes -- i.e.
10% and 30% of the total IIA area,
respectively.
CIDCO and MIDC will be the SPAs on
their lands, and the latter for IIAs on
private lands as well. They will permit
developments in the 40% support area
only after infrastructure is created on
60% of the remaining land and a third of
it has been disposed of for industrial use.
Some other time lines have also been
set. ‘Development’ is to be completed
within 10 years, after which the IIA will
be notiﬁed as an Industrial Township.
The existing law (mandated by the 74th
Constitutional amendment) provides for
Industrial Townships as self-governing
areas outside the purview of the Municipal bodies (though there is an issue
of whether such bodies can be carved
out of Gram Panchayat areas) in MIDC
or CIDCO areas. They can charge for
services and not be taxed by the local
bodies. Past attempts to constitute such
Townships have been opposed by the
municipal bodies.
Out of the 48 notiﬁed or formally
approved SEZs, 32 seem to be eligible
to become IIAs (excluding MIHAN at
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It should be noted that SEZs were also
allowed a substantial part for non-industrial (including residential) uses - except
that they have oversight and control
mechanisms to ensure that residential
facilities, for instance, are used only
for those working there. It is doubtful
if such restrictions can be enforced in
the IIAs even if they are contemplated.
Apart from required utilities, most of the
non-industrial area may de facto be used
for commercial activities.
Whatever be the case, and even if our
ﬁgures are an underestimate, the area
which may become available for residential and other non-industrial activities
at different places is not likely to be very
high. Moreover, the potential IIAs are
around large urbanized and/or industrial
areas which need much more housing
stock of all types and other social facilities. At the same time, more than 5,000
ha. would be unlocked for industrial use
through the IIA route.
Very large industrial estates and other
projects have already been planned
(with some acquisitions underway) in
the Delhi-Mumbai Industrial Corridor
area by MIDC along with Central agencies and international consultants. They
will leverage the potential created by the
Dedicated Freight Corridor (a high-speed
rail link) being developed between Delhi and Mumbai. The NIP now proposes
to develop three secondary growth corridors along the arterial roads between
Mumbai and Nagpur, Solapur and
Sindhudurg. What this will actually mean
remains to be seen.
Surprisingly, there is no formal forum at
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present which brings together the various State agencies relevant to industrial
infrastructure development for coordinated planning and implementation, and
to resolve inter-agency issues. The NIP
ﬁlls this gap through a Committee under
the Chief Secretary, which would also
sanction trunk infrastructure projects.
Moreover, it will also deal with a corpus of Rs. 500 crore to fund last-mile or
off-site infrastructure gaps faced in many
MIDC developments. It would be useful
if private projects, particularly those outside MIDC areas who are on their own,
could also approach this forum with
their issues.
Unfortunately, the Udyog Mitra system,
particularly at the State level, is not as
effective as before. Without going into
the reasons, one option could be to
take up some unresolved Udyog Mitra
issues, even though they might not all
be related to infrastructure, in the same
Committee, inviting the other concerned
agencies when needed.

FISCAL INCENTIVES AND
FINANCIAL SUPPORT
In the mid 1960’s, Maharashtra
pioneered the application of ﬁnancial
incentives (along with the development
of industrial estates) to encourage the
dispersal of new or expanding industries
to ‘less developed’ or ‘backward’ areas
through successive versions of a ‘Package Scheme of Incentives’ (PSI). Other
States also adopted this approach to
address intra-State regional disparities
and regional aspirations.
With industrial delicensing in 1991,
when most industries became free to
decide where to locate, the need to effectively compete with other States to
attract industrial investment also had
to be addressed. This was a conﬂicting
objective: any realistic level of ﬁscal
incentives alone might not outweigh
the locational disadvantages of a ‘backward’ area vis-a-vis better-placed sites
in other States. Incentives had to be given in more developed areas as well to
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leverage their strengths, particularly to
large projects which might otherwise
locate elsewhere. The Maharashtra
PSI has been reasonably successful in
balancing both objectives, and the stated
intention of the NIP is to pursue them
further through another version of PSI.
Though they are likely to pay for themselves over time and generate growth
and employment both within and outside the industrial sector, competitive
ﬁscal incentives are a large immediate burden on public funds. Moreover,
their scale was hidden, being largely in
the form of Sales Tax exemption or deferral not reﬂected in budgetary outgo.
States agreed to do away with such Sales
Tax incentives more than a decade ago.
However, the need of States to provide
competitive incentives to attract new industry and to promote their ‘backward’
areas remained. The Sales Tax incentives
were eventually replaced, as in Maharashtra, by explicit subsidies equivalent
to a proportion of the VAT (plus CST)
payable on ﬁnished goods over a certain
number of years, subject to ceilings related to capital investment. The grading of
incentives, periods and ceilings favoured
‘backward’ areas and large projects.
Maharashtra’s ‘Mega Project’ Policy of
2005 gave greater competitive ﬂexibility

through ‘customised’ incentives (guided
by a template followed by a Committee
of ofﬁcials which favours less developed
areas, while broader powers were given
to a Cabinet sub-Committee). It was incorporated in the 2006 Industrial Policy
and the present PSI 2007, including criteria for Mega Projects considering large
direct employment as an alternative to
high capital investment. The Mega Project subsidy was initially linked to ‘gross’
VAT, but modiﬁed in 2010 to relate to
‘net’ VAT as in the case of other units. A
higher dispensation could still be sanctioned by the Cabinet sub-Committee in
individual cases. Later, outside PSI, the
VAT law was amended to restrict a sales
model which enabled a few major projects by very prominent companies to get
of subsidy upto the ceilings in a much
shorter period of time. These changes
were made to limit the Govt.’s annual
ﬁnancial outgo. On the other hand, PSI
2007 has been (rightly) criticized for being of little beneﬁt to Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs). It is in this
backdrop that the NIP dispensation has
to be viewed.
The main departures from the existing
PSI are that (1) a new category of ‘Ultra
Mega’ projects (UMPs, with minimum
investment of Rs. 1500 crore or 3000 direct employment, throughout the State)
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has been introduced; (2) much higher incentives and other ﬁnancial support are
now envisaged for MSMEs (investment
upto Rs. 10 crore) (3) apart from the longstanding A to D+ classiﬁcation of talukas
and ‘No-Industry’ Districts which determines the incentives’ eligibility periods,
monetary ceilings and, in the case of
Mega Projects, the minimum investment
criteria, a new category of ‘Naxalism Affected Areas’ has been introduced, while
dropping the 10 Districts lowest on the
Human Development Index (HDI) (the
HDI classiﬁcation was imperfect and
out-of-date - but it would be worthwhile
reintroducing it on a taluka basis considering the latest Govt. assessments); and
(4) modalities to even out and limit the
annual budgetary outgo on incentives
has been introduced.
The speciﬁcs of the incentives subsidy
(‘Industrial Promotion Subsidy’ (IPS)) for
UMPs and Mega Projects have not been
spelt out. However, the present practice of linking it to a proportion (100%
or lower) of annual VAT computed on
a net basis will probably continue, with
higher incentives to selected projects by
the Cabinet sub-Committee. A proportion of net VAT will remain the basis for
IPS to the other project categories also.
However, in the case of MSMEs, it will
be equivalent to the net VAT plus a substantial mark-up. (Presumably, only industrial and not service MSMEs will be
eligible for incentives, as at present, considering the focus on manufacturing.)
Relating IPS to upto 100% of net rather
than gross VAT makes a big difference in
the quantum of incentives (even though
CST is included). Many industrial units
procure most of their raw material and
other inputs from Maharashtra, but (particularly the larger or more competitive
ones) sell most of their products outside
the State. Such units should obviously be
encouraged. However, they will get little
or no IPS. The VAT they pay on inputs
will be refunded and/or offset against the
VAT + CST charged on output. The latter
is not likely to be much higher than the
input tax, if at all, since most sales are out-

side the State and CST rates are normally
much lower than VAT rates. For MSMEs,
the NIP compensates by providing IPS
with a mark-up over and above 100%
net VAT. The UMPs and Mega Projects
are incentivized in all areas of the State
and have access to special dispensations.
However, the remaining large-scale industries (LSI) (with investment between
Rs. 10 crore and Rs. 100 – 500 crore
depending on location) fall between two
stools. They are also not eligible for incentives in A and B areas, and the monetary
ceilings on incentives as a proportion of
their investment are lower.
The extent to which this dispensation
– obviously dictated by concerns relating to the short-term ﬁnancial burden
on Govt. - will promote units other than
MSMEs in competition with other States
will have to be seen. One option could
have been to link IPS to some proportion of gross tax in a graded manner, or
to provide a mark-up over and above
100% net VAT to others as for MSMEs.
This would be possible since the annual
disbursement of incentives will now be
proportionate to the monetary ceiling
and eligibility period, thereby evening
out the budgetary outgo over a longer
period (though it is not clear whether it
will also apply to Mega and Ultra Mega
Projects). On the other hand, competing
States would also be limited by similar
ﬁnancial concerns.
On the positive side, limited subventions will now be given to LSIs covered
under PSI for water and energy audits
and equipment for their conservation, in
addition to the existing stamp and electricity duty exemptions, as in the case
of MSMEs. However, through a separate and earlier dispensation, all industrial units, new or old, in Vidarbha and
Marathwada are already exempt from
electricity duty till 2014.
Apart from enhanced IPS, a signiﬁcant
new support for MSMEs is a power
tariff subsidy of between 50 paise and
one rupee in most parts of the State outside Western Maharashtra, Thane and
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the Mumbai Metropolitan Region (MMR)
for 3 years after production starts. This
will offset the competitive disadvantage
of power costs in Maharashtra, but the
Govt. will have to compensate the State
Electricity Distribution Company to that
extent. An annual interest subsidy of 5%
(computed with reference to electricity
bill payments) has also been introduced
for new MSMEs in most areas.
The NIP also envisages a Cluster Promotion scheme. A Central scheme is
already in operation for existing clusters of MSMEs which require common
infrastructural, design, training or other
facilities beyond the capacity of individual units to develop. The clusterspeciﬁc needs are identiﬁed through
a diagnostic study followed by a DPR,
working closely with the cluster. A minimum number of the group must come
together to form and contribute to a SPV
to implement the project and run the facilities. The sustainability of the group
and the ﬁnancial viability of the project
are also assessed. The Central and State
Govts. contribute a part of the equity
and for other costs. Little has been heard
about them, but many MSME clusters in
Maharashtra have taken up innovative,
need-based projects. The NIP proposes
to substantially support smaller clusters
also if they do not qualify under the Central scheme, particularly in less-developed areas. A State Manufacturing Competitiveness Programme for individual
MSMEs to complement the Central Programme (which assists marketing, skill
development, lean manufacturing and
design improvements), but the details are
awaited. Importantly, unlike PSI, these
interventions support existing units.
In MIDC areas, both existing and
new units, irrespective of size, will
continue to be exempt from royalty on
earth (minor minerals) excavated and
used there, as well as from the levy on
non-agricultural land use.
Another continuing dispensation is the
rescheduling of State Govt. dues at a
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concessional rate of interest for sick but
viable small industries (which are not
covered by BIFR). However, very few
units beneﬁt. Such schemes have not
helped much in other States either. Unlike a decade ago, most banks do not
provide credible ﬁgures nor do they adequately monitor incipient sickness, identify viable units or take them up for nursing. Moreover, such units owe dues to
several Central agencies as well. Last but
not least, they ﬁnd it difﬁcult to raise the
promoter’s contribution required. States
were working with the MSME Ministry to
address these issues, but nothing seems
to have come out of it.
In lieu of a controversial proposed State
law (based on a model suggested by the
Central Govt. and partly adopted by
some other States) which is now unlikely to be pursued, limited reliefs – quick
VAT refunds, and exemption from royalty on minor minerals, NA assessment
and stamp duty – were provided in SEZs
in 2011. These will also continue.

ADMINISTRATION
Among the NIP’s ‘administrative’ interventions, two – a ‘Promotion and Facilitation Cell’, and the further development of MIDC’s Maha eBiz portal - are
particularly important. In Maharashtra,
promotion and facilitation were largely
undertaken by SICOM (which also provided term loans to large and medium
industries), but not since it ceased to
be a Govt. company. Gujarat set up an
agency (IndextB) for the same purpose,
but it now seems to focus more on promotion and events. In fact, there is no
need for Govt. to have a Cell for the latter
functions. It can fully outsource them (as
MIDC has done to some extent through
a leading consultancy), provided enough
funds are provided and all the relevant
Govt. agencies provide systematic inputs. Rather, such a Cell should focus on
guidance, facilitation, escort and handholding. A part will require outsourcing,
and staff from different agencies may also
be needed. Funding will be necessary,
though some services might be charged
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for. In fact, the term ‘Cell’ is a misnomer. Hopefully, what is envisaged will
be ultimately be designed with greater
substance than the NIP sets out.
The Maha eBiz portal provided by MIDC
is an important element of investor
facilitation. It is not a ‘single-window’ for
clearances or even interaction in most
cases, but is already extensive enough to
be useful. Its further development, envisaged by the NIP, would make it a very
signiﬁcant tool. This is particularly important since the national E Biz project
initiated by the Central Govt. (retaining
Infosys) with Central agencies, Maharashtra and a few other States has not
progressed.

RELATED POLICIES
Among related ﬁelds, the NIP speciﬁcally mentions skill development. This
is a subject in itself. While Maharashtra
has retained a lead in this area, linking
industry with some IITs and encouraging a large number of Vocational Training Providers (including industries and
institutions outside Govt.), much more
is needed here as elsewhere in the
country if manufacturing is to grow at a
faster pace. Many Industries associations
are involved with these efforts, and the
Industries Department will now coordinate between them and the Technical
Educational Department.
The NIP proposes to give a larger role to
the Maharashtra Centre of Entrepreneurship Development, Aurangabad in the
training needs of industry. This would be
most ill-advised and unnecessary. This
innovative institution was promoted in
the mid-1980’s along with development
ﬁnance banks such as IDBI. It worked
closely with the apex Ahmedabad
institution, and had with high evaluation
ratings. Many other more competent

agencies are involved in industrial training, but none are involved in grassroots
entrepreneurship development. This
shift away from its original objective
should be halted. Instead, MCED should
be revamped and funded to contribute
to it more professionally. Along with
new entrepreneurship development approaches, and in partnership with other
agencies and industry associations, it
should be equipped to hand-hold and
mentor the small entrepreneurs it trains.
The NIP refers to other sectoral policies
being formulated. Of these, the PPP and
agro-industry policies have also been a
long time in the making. A draft agroindustry Policy was published in 2010.
If its ﬁnancial implications are of concern, the NIP was a good opportunity to
take on board a few of its key features
and let the rest be. These might have
included, for instance, the proposal to
promote integrated projects which cover
the entire value chain between farms to
consumers by bringing together Central
and State schemes, and providing some
viability gap funding for any shortfall.
Some other features of that draft policy
have little cost.
Tempting as it is to end with one’s own
wish-list, that is not the subject of this
commentary. Sufﬁce it to say that, the
traditional cynicism within Maharashtra
itself notwithstanding, the fact is that the
State continues to be a destination which
serious industrial investors will have to
consider. Several caveats notwithstanding, the NIP will buttress its competitive

advantage.
__________________________________
The Author is former Principal Secretary
(Industries), Maharashtra
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India’s Planning
Commission After it’s
One Dozen Plans
Dattatraya R
D
R. Pendse
P d

1. I am ignorant of many subjects.
Cricket is one of them. But I hear some
experts lament that we generally make a
poor start and make our task much more
difﬁcult.
2. My ignorance about planning is
less complete. So with somewhat less
difﬁdence I would say that, as in cricket,
so in Planning, we in India made an
unnecessarily poor start. When the
Planning Commission was established
and we launched our 1st Five Year Plan
in 1951, there was already a [so-known]
Bombay Plan, but we showed no urge
even to recognize it, less to beneﬁt from
it or to build on it. Our 1st Plan was
rated poor. Economics undergraduates at
Cambridge then heard professors term it
as a mere ﬁve year Budget or an excuse
for seeking massive foreign aid. Nothing
to be heart -broken aboutit. ‘In the initial
years, only bad plans can be drawn
up, ’the Bombay Plan had soothed us
already.
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3. The Planning Commission acquired
an effective role from the 2nd Plan
[1955-60]. Those were the decades of
the license permit raj. No wonder, the
Plans and the Planning Commission
emerged as the principal instrument
of implementing our misadventure
into the ‘socialist pattern of society’,
‘commanding heights for the public
sector’ and all that went under that garb.
Believe me, for all products and services,
it was the Commission that decided as
to how much India needed at the end
of the particular Pan period. It then
assessed as to how much was already
being produced, to work out the ‘gap’.
It then judged as to how much of this
gap should be reserved to be ﬁlled up
by the public sector, so as to calculate
how much, if any was left, should be
doled out to the private sector. The
private sector was itself analytically
fragmented by Government into the tiny
sector, the small-scale sector, the middle
sector, the joint sector, and the large
and then the larger
industrial
houses,
each
generally
receiving less and less
favourable treatment
in that order. And of
course innumerable
obstacles down the
line,
depending,
among other things,
upon
untenable
criteria
such
as
location in backward

areas, employment intensity, foreign
exchange needed, etc.
4. Naturally all Plan documents assumed
supreme importance for the business
plans of all aspiring industrialists, and [for
different reasons,] of all pseudo-industrialists. All were looking for remaining
avenues [‘gaps’] where they could obtain
a license to set up an industrial unit to
make money. [No colour bar here!]. As
if this was not enough, applicants for setting up projects of any worthwhile size,
for any product, required the clearance
of the Commission in addition to that of
several other government agencies. In
the eyes of many, the Planning Commission had emerged as a super-cabinet or,
a ﬁfth wheel.
5. Not any longer. After 1991, with the
launch of economic reforms, this ﬁfth
wheel role has substantially eroded.
Planning Commission documents donot
[or rather, should not] proclaim any
more the quantum of production and investment needed by the people. Market
forces do. [Or, do they? There is growing suspicion that ‘clearances’ from individual ministries have now assumed that
importance.]
{II}
6. A fundamental rethinking about the
Planning process and of the role for
the Planning Commission has thus become overdue. The 12th Five Year Plan,
[2012-2017] does not show sufﬁcient
awareness in this respect.
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7. Huge Plan documents of hundreds
and hundreds of closely printed pages
are produced also for the 12th Plan.
They are largely dull reading except,
hopefully, to the economists. They
have shrunk much of their past signiﬁcance for domestic and foreign
industry and investors, and generally
for non-economist interested citizens.
Even a quick perusal of the [‘introductory’] 67-page ‘Overview’ and
‘Macro economic Framework’ needed some patience. Set side by side
with some of the Planning realities
of the old license raj decades, such a
perusal
yielded
the
following
reactions:
8. First, in the ﬁfth wheel era, the
Commission’s staff was deployed in
two broad areas. Presumably, several
hundred in the ﬁfth wheel business
itself; and another several hundred in
in-house research: grass-root research
as well as policy oriented research.
The strength of staff in the ﬁfth wheel
business should have now dried to
a trickle. On the research front, more
and more research projects for the
Commission are of late seen to be
contracted out, suggesting at best a
ﬂat number. Burt, over the decades
the total staff strength, as well as the
expenditure [Plan and non-plan and in
real terms] on the Planning commission
itself has increased several fold. [We all
know most of the stock explanations for
the failure to downsizing. They do not
impress me.]
9. Two more comments on research
in the Commission are tempting. The
Commission is blessed with hundreds of
talented professionals in various ﬁelds.
They study intricate subjects and prepare
valuable notes with their ﬁndings and
often withtheir own personal policy
prescriptions. These reﬂect their concern
for the economy and the country.
Such work should have been widely
publicized so as to help educate public
opinion. But all such research remains
buried as ‘internal notes’ unless the

conclusions suit the masters. A colossal
waste of output of a colossal Think
Tank; and a sure shot prescription for
professional demoralisation; a luxury, a
globalizing and growing Indian society
can ill afford.

11th Plan the inclusive growth areas
had shown mostly poor results. There is
in fact an attempt to further divide the
inclusive growth areas themselves into
those that touch the Aam Aadmi and the
rest [elitist?].

10. Secondly, some highly dedicated
and capable professionals [like Prof
D. R. Gadgil or Prof D. T. Lakdawala]
were not left to be very comfortable at
the helm of the Commission. On the
other hand, politicians and bureaucrats,
when in current disfavor, are at times
seen appointed as members, [with
status and everything else of a Union
Minister]. This has allowed them to
cool their heels with self-respect before
ﬁnding another posting of preferred
choice. They have no abiding interest in
this posting; yet quite often they make
good use of their stay and comfort at
the Commission to continue their own
[critical ?] study, results of which will
surely be published later, probably after
their retirement.

14. Once in a while economic
compulsions also raise their head,
needing a tranquilizer. Thus, under
the title ‘Immediate Priorities: Reviving
Investor Sentiments’ the Plan observes:
‘An immediate policy objective in the
very ﬁrst year of the Plan must be to
revive animal spirits which have suffered
for variety of reasons.’ It is another
matter that practically the whole of this
very ﬁrst year of the Plan has done so
much to kill the animal spirits and erode
the investor conﬁdence, principally
as a result of disastrous provisions in
the Union Budget [ 2012-13] relating,
e.g. to retrospective amendments and
to GAAR.

11. My quick perusal at times left a
feeling that the Commission is still
looking for a well-deﬁned role in the
changed economic environment. At
times it seems ready to be some sort of an
Ombudsman.
12. There is also a long sophisticated
analysis [or, rationalization?] of several
developments in the 11th Plan period
to explain away that everything that
happened was the best that could have
happened. Is the Commission trying
the robe of a high class public relations
department for the Government?
13. The electoral compulsions are
never to be lost sight of. Perhaps the
Commission would not like to be seen
to unduly trust the wicked market
forces. So the Plan sets out to list in
detail ‘key areas of intervention.’ In
addition, ‘Inclusive Growth’, the ruling
party’s brand ambassador, has been
promoted to ‘Faster, Sustainable and
More Inclusive Growth.’ Never mind
the confession elsewhere that in the
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15. It must also be difﬁcult for the
Commission to forget the good old
days when it played the role of a supercabinet. So the 12th Plan also presents
a ‘Strategic Agenda,’ listing, at times,
in considerable details, ‘KEY POLICY
INITIATIVES NEEDED.’ These are the
ones needed to be taken by speciﬁc
Ministries of the Government. e. g.,
Finance [Fiscal Correction, C.A.D.,
tax reform etc.]; Energy; Agriculture;
Industry; Environment; Health etc.
16. Quite apart from the merits of the
various policy initiatives individually,
one wonders how far the Ministers
concerned will enjoy all this, what
for them in effect is spoon feeding
as to what they should do in their
Ministries in the next ﬁve years [Sorry,
‘four years’. One year is already lost.]
During the license raj decades, it was
easy for the Planning Commission to
issue orders to private sector applicant
industrialists as to how much of what
they should produce and where and
how. It all went as ‘holistic approach
to policy formulation in critical areas.’
Even during those decades, quite a few
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applicants would have signed on the
dotted line; gone back and did exactly
what they wished. But now in the era
of [to revive an old phrase,] indicative
planning, it may be far more difﬁcult
for members of the Union Cabinet as
also the State governmentauthorities
to accept this remote control. The
12th Plan has [in anticipation?] already
placed on record three alternative
scenarios. The least favourable one is
the so-called ‘Policy Logjam’ scenario.
If we fail to reach the Plan targets, the
Commission can surely pass on the
blame to Government for not abiding
by the Policy Initiatives!
17. Let me, in conclusion, revert to the
need for a fundamental rethinking on
the role of the planning process and
of the Planning Commission. Most
emphatically, my stress on this need is
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not a criticism of either the process or
the Commission. When a child grows,
with delight, we discard the old clothes
and make new ones. This is no criticism
of the old clothes and certainly not of the
growing healthy child.

conventionalwisdom.

18. Here is my [rash !] initial thinking,
open to improvement: The Commission
has two broad parts. The ﬁfth wheel
part and the Research or the Think-Tank
part. There is a case for demerging the
two. The rusted ﬁfth wheel, or whatever
remains of it, should be immediately
consigned to the scrap yard; if necessary
by paying coolie charges. The research
part should be privatized by letting it be
taken over by an entity of international
repute, so that this reservoir of talent
blossoms into a mighty Think Tank
to help mould public sentiment
against the plethora of wishy washy

1. “Man will certainly do the most rational
thing; but only after experimenting with
all the irrational things.” [I am sure, there
are yet some irrational things left to
experiment with.]

Tail Piece:
Will this ever happen? Not too soon, I
am afraid. But I gain strength from two
statements of Lord Keynes:

2. “The important thing for Government
is, not to do things which individuals are
doing already, and do them a little better
or a little worse; but to do those things
which are not done at all.”

__________________________________
The Author is a Consulting Economic
AdvisGr
dadapendse@gmail.com
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The Approach Paper to the 12th Five
Year Plan is titled Faster, Sustainable and
More Inclusive Growth. It acknowledges
that inclusive growth should result in
lower incidence of poverty, broad-based
and signiﬁcant improvement in health
outcomes, universal access to children
to school, increased access to higher
education and improved standards of
education, including skill development.
It should also be reﬂected in better opportunities for wage employment and
livelihood.
Unfortunately, the global ﬁnancial and
economic crisis of 2008-09 and its aftershocks have created conditions whereby
India’s 12th Five Year Plan (2012-17) has
been launched in a much less benign
and more uncertain macroeconomic environment than the 11th Plan. To add to
the problem, much higher levels of ﬁscal deﬁcits, failure to contain inﬂationary
pressures for a prolonged period and the
resulting decline in savings and investment rates have signiﬁcantly lowered the
growth potential of the economy.

GDP GROWTH TARGETS
The initial draft of the Approach Paper to
the 12th Plan released in October 2011
had set a target of 9-9.5 per cent average
annual GDP growth compared to the actual achievement of 7.9 per cent during
the 11th Plan, depending on the global
economic scenario. However, this target
was subsequently lowered to 8.2 per
cent in September 2012 in view of the

global economic worries and the persistent sluggishness in domestic growth.
Towards the end of December 2012, the
Planning Commission once again sought
to cut the annual GDP growth target to
8.0 per cent in view of the signiﬁcant
slowdown in the growth of the economy
during the current ﬁscal, the ﬁrst year of
the 12th Plan and uncertain prospects in
2013-14 as well. The GDP growth during
the current ﬁscal is expected to be lower
than 6.0 per cent and less than 7 per cent
during 2013-14 and hence it was agreed
to bring down the growth target during
the Plan period to 8.0 per cent.
Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh
has said that achieving even the lowered
growth target of 8.0 per cent during the
Plan period is ambitious and called for
phased adjustment in energy prices and
control of subsidies. The need for bold
steps indicated by the Prime Minister to
achieve the objectives of the 12th Plan
include proper energy pricing, improvement in energy efﬁciency, lowering subsidies and better management of natural
resources.
In other words, there is an imperative
need to carry forward the much-needed
reform process in order to revive the investment sentiments. Unfortunately, for
almost three years, the reform process
had remained stalled because of non-cooperation of UPA allies and the opposition parties and there was virtual policy
paralysis. It was only since September
this year that the government ﬁnally
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mustered courage to initiate a number of
reform measures, rather too late to make
an early impact.

THREE DIFFERENT SCENARIOS
Five Year Plans earlier used to present a
single growth projection. However, this
time the Planning Commission has come
out with three different economic scenarios, may be because of a lack of ﬁrm
conviction about the growth outlook.
The three scenarios are: (1) Strong inclusive growth averaging 8 per cent in the
ﬁve years; (2) Insufﬁcient action – 6.5-7
per cent growth; and (3) Policy logjam –
5-5.5 per cent growth.
Given that the economy is set to register much lower growth during the current ﬁscal as well as in 2012-14, it will
have to grow at more than 9 per cent per
annum in the remaining three years of
the Plan period for achieving an average
growth of 8 per cent over the ﬁve year
period. With the continuing weaknesses
in the global economy and a signiﬁcant
decline in the savings and investment
rates in our economy, the task is going
to be most challenging.
Following the sharp decline in domestic
savings and investment, there has been
a signiﬁcant decline in the growth potential of the economy. The savings rate
after reaching the peak of 36.8 per cent
in 2007-08, has declined to 30.4 per
cent in 2011-12. The investment rate
declined from 38.1 per cent to 34.7 per
cent over the same period.
19  February 2013

Experts point out that the Planning Commission is banking on reinvigorating
some of the existing policies while expecting vastly improved performance in
certain key areas. For example, the gross
ﬁxed capital formation which has come
down to 32 per cent is projected to go
up to 35 per cent, with the private sector expected to play a major role in catalysing such investment.
Unfortunately, however, there has been
a sharp decline in the gross ﬁxed capital formation of the private corporate
sector from 17.3 per cent in 2007-08
to just about 12.1 per cent in 2011-12.
The reasons for this big slowdown are
infrastructural constraints, particularly
the availability of power, high interest
rates, land acquisition issues and long

delays in obtaining clearances. Reviving the growth momentum will therefore require effective control of ﬁscal
deﬁcit, quick actions on infrastructure
front and a signiﬁcant improvement in
governance.

FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS
Earlier it was estimated that to achieve a
targeted average annual average growth
rate of 8.2 per cent, the country would
need around Rs.84.4 lakh crore at current prices for the Centre and the States
taken together. On the eve of the NDC
meeting for lowering the growth target
to 8.0 per cent, Dr. Montek Singh Ahluwalia, Dy. Chairman of the Planning
Commission said that the broad thrust
of the Plan would not alter and that the
estimated resources needed for the Plan
were not being reduced.
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The Budgetary support for the Plan has
been ﬁxed at Rs.35.68 lakh crore. The
Finance Ministry had recently suggested
approximately a 10 per cent cut in the
Budget support for the Plan amounting
to around Rs.3 lakh crore in order to
make it consistent with the government’s
ﬁscal consolidation plan. However, the
Plan panel rejected the suggestion stating that it was too late for such changes
since the ﬁrst year of the Plan is about to
end. As of now, the Plan panel’s view
prevails.
Evidently, it may not be prudent to cut the
budgetary support for the Plan considering the fact that efﬁciency in resource
use captured through the incremental
capital-output ratio (ICOR) deteriorated
signiﬁcantly during the 11th Plan period

to 4.5 from 4.1 in the 10th Plan period,
indicating erosion in resource use efﬁciency. Though the 12th Plan does not
explicitly mention the likely ICOR, the
projected investments juxtaposed with
the projected growth rate in the best
case scenario yields an ICOR of 4.6.

AGRICULTURE
The Plan aims to raise farm sector growth
to 4 per cent per annum by providing a
greater role for the private sector in the
growth of the sector. With 58 per cent of
the population and 50 per cent of the labour force in the country depending on
agriculture, a higher growth of the sector
is vital not only for ensuring food security but also to achieve a more inclusive
growth.
However, the task is not going to be
easy since we have witnessed repeated

failure in achieving 4 per cent growth in
agriculture in successive Five Year Plans.
In the 11th Plan, the actual growth of the
sector turned out to be 3.3 per cent. In
the 10th Plan it was 2.4 per cent and in
the 9th Plan it was 2.5 per cent.
According to Dr. Ashok Gulati, Chairman, Commission for Agricultural
Costs and Prices, this repeated failure
to achieve a modest 4 per cent growth
of the sector Plan after Plan, speaks volumes of the hollowness in our policy
making process, which either does not
understand what drives growth in agriculture, or does not know how to design
policies that can work towards attaining
that target, or does not have the political
will to do it.
Dr. Gulati adds, “One thing is clear: unless the agriculture sector takes off to a
four per cent plus growth trajectory, the
chances of reducing poverty in any signiﬁcant manner and within a short time
frame will remain dim, no matter how
many freebies are doled out”. According
to him, the message for reforming agriculture is very clear: we need to rationalise and prune input subsidies and channelise those savings towards investment
in agriculture. As of now, the total expenditure in the sector comprises 80 per
cent on subsidies and 20 per cent on investment. This ratio needs to be reversed
to boost the growth of the sector.
Unfortunately, the sector’s contribution
to GDP has now come down to just
around 14-15 per cent even as the population depending on the sector at 58 per
cent remains quite high. Hence without
a robust growth of the sector and a reduction of labour force dependent on it,
the country cannot aspire to achieve inclusive growth in the real sense. The Approach Paper to the Plan itself recognizes that a one per cent growth emanating
from the agricultural sector would be at
least two to three times more effective in
reducing poverty than the same growth
coming from non-agriculture sectors.
Clearly the time has come to provide
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and improve the abysmally low productivity in that sector. It will also help in making the growth process more inclusive.
The 12th Plan aims to achieve 10 per cent
growth in the manufacturing sector.

the much-needed new deal to agriculture and usher in a Second Green Revolution. To boost agricultural production
it would be necessary to step up public
investment in the sector, along with efforts to ensure that not only institutional credit to the sector increases but it
also reaches more number of farmers.
With the area under cultivation remaining constant, serious efforts are also
needed to improve crop productivity by
strengthening research and extension
services.

CREATING JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
It has been proposed to create 50 million
new job opportunities during the Plan
period along with providing skill certiﬁcation to an equivalent numbers and reduce the headcount ratio of consumption
poverty by 10 percentage points over the
preceding estimates. With greater focus
on skill development, the Plan draft talks
about enhancing access to higher education by creating two million additional
seats for each age group, aligned to the
skill needs of the economy.

in the previous ﬁve years. Moreover, the
quality of these jobs is questionable with
the same data indicating a growing trend
of hiring casual workers.
New data included in the 12th Plan draft
reveals even a more worrying trend.
Quoting NSSO data, the draft reveals
how abysmally ill equipped India’s
workforce is. Of the estimated workforce
of about 420 million at the end of March
2010, nearly a fourth was illiterate and
a similar proportion was educated until
the primary stage only. Thus in effect,
one in every two members of the workforce in the country is either illiterate or
semi-literate. Serious efforts are needed
for improving the quality of education at
all levels and addressing the prevailing
skill deﬁcit in the economy.

MANUFACTURING
A vibrant manufacturing sector holds the
key to generating more employment opportunities, reducing the excess labour
force engaged in the agricultural sector,

The manufacturing sector’s share in the
national GDP has stagnated at around
16 per cent since 1991, raising questions about India’s development model,
including its sustainability, especially for
generating adequate employment for the
country’s ever-growing workforce. Currently, India’s share in world manufacturing is only 1.8 per cent. This is in stark
contrast with China where manufacturing contributes 34 per cent to the GDP
and is 13.7 per cent of world manufacturing.
The long-awaited National Manufacturing Policy received the in principle approval of the government in July 2011
which aims at raising the share of the
sector in the country’s GDP to 25 per
cent and creating 100 million additional
jobs by 2025. The targets are no doubt
ambitious but would need adequate policy support to achieve the objective.

INFRASTRUCTURE
In its pre-Budget memorandum to the
Ministry of Finance, the Confederation
of Indian Industry (CII) has identiﬁed
the development of adequate infrastructure as the most critical prerequisite for
reviving the growth momentum of the
economy. Apart from adequate supply
of power, accelerated development of
transport infrastructure is essential to
enhance efﬁciency and productivity,

This should be viewed against the backdrop of jobless growth witnessed in India in recent years. The data put out by
the National Sample Survey Organisation (NSSO) has shown that during the
period of record economic growth from
2004-05 to 2009-10, the economy is
estimated to have generated only a million jobs compared to nearly 60 million
Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Economic Digest
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lowering the transaction costs and enlarging the access to our large national market in order to achieve rapid growth.
The Planning Commission is aiming at
a total outlay of Rs.51.46 lakh crore in
the infrastructure sector during the 12th
Plan period compared to Rs.27.74 lakh
crore realized during the 11th Plan period. While the share of public investment in the sector is expected to come
down to 53.32 per cent during the Plan
period from about 62.47 per cent in the
previous Plan, that of the private sector
is projected at 46.68 per cent, up from
37.53 per cent.

The report goes on to say that in the
medium term, it is vital for India to formulate holistic policies that will encourage investment in energy infrastructure,
create a strategic energy mix, and promote co-ordination between central and
state governments so that the country’s

energy supply will be able to match its
economic growth aspirations.

__________________________________
The Author is an Economist
dr_sdnaik@yahoo.com

ENERGY SECURITY
For realising the growth targets of different
sectors of the economy, ensuring energy
security is of vital importance. The prevailing situation in India is such that large
sections of population are still without adequate access electricity and other forms
of energy. The ability to meet the growing energy demand would depend on our
ability to expand domestic production in
critical sub-sectors, notably petroleum,
gas and coal, and satisfying the balance
requirements through imports.
The Plan document rightly emphasizes
that increasing energy efﬁciency is the
only way to contain energy demand
without jeopardising growth and it must
receive high priority in the 12th Plan.
Energy prices have a key role in promoting energy efﬁciency and in ensuring the
domestic supply.
A recent report by the Economist Intelligence Unit on India’s Energy Future
dwells on India’s energy trilemma. It
says, only a robust and coherent energy
policy will enable India in the long term
to manage the different elements in its
“energy trilemma”: energy security, equitable energy access and environmental impact mitigation. This is important
because the global Energy Sustainability
Index by the World Energy Council indicates that India’s energy performance
has been declining in all three dimensions, particularly energy security.
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1) BACKGROUND
With the broad vision and aspirations
of faster, sustainable, and more inclusive growth the Twelfth Five Year Plan
(TYFP) outlines the ﬁnancing structure
of the plan with added emphasis on
non-debt components. Accordingly,
the resources for TFYP are expected to
be garnered more from tax and non-tax
sources and restricting the non-plan
revenue expenditure.
Against above backdrop, the present
article makes an attempt to review the
ﬁnancing structure of the TFYP and ﬂag
some of the emerging issues. Accordingly, the remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2, Section 3
and Section 4 presents the analysis of the

ﬁnancing structure, the issues and policy
options and concluding observations,
respectively.

2) ANALYSIS
Given the average target GDP growth
rate of 8.2 per cent, public sector resources projections for the TYFP are
placed at Rs.80,50,123 crores (at current
prices) for the Centre and states (taken
together)accounting for 11.80 per cent
of GDP as against 10.96 per centrealized in the Eleventh Plan. According to
the plan document, the increase of 0.84
percent of GDP in total resources for the
plan has to be achieved by keeping borrowing within the stipulated limit and
reducing the ﬁscal deﬁcit to 3 per cent in
the terminal year (2016-17) of the plan.

2.1 Growth, Savings and Investment
It may be noted that the ﬁrst year of
TFYP( i.e. 2012-13) has witnessed difﬁcult domestic and global macroeconomic conditions as compared with the
Eleventh Five year Plan commencement
year 2007-08(Chart 2.1 and 2.2). In
view of this, the TFYP document states:
“The downturn clearly requires urgent
corrective action but it should not
lead to unwarranted pessimism about
the medium term. India’s economic
fundamentals have been improving in
many dimensions and this is reﬂected
in the fact that despite the slowdown in
2011–12, the growth rate of the economy averaged 7.9 per cent in the Eleventh Plan period. This was lower than
the Plan target of 9 per cent, but it was
marginally higher than the achievement
of 7.6 per cent in the Tenth Plan. The
fact that this growth occurred in a period which saw two global crises, one in
2008 and another in 2011, is indicative
of the resilience which the economy
has developed”.
The TFYP has projected an average
growth rate of 8.2 percent accompanied
by an average domestic savings rate of
34.2 percent (Chart 2.3 and 2.4). Including an average net savings from abroad
at 2.9 percent of GDP, the average ﬁnance for investment for the plan period
is projected at 37.1 percent of GDP. The
projection of higher domestic savings is
expected to emanate from higher public
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sector savings with emphasis on ﬁrm
commitment of the government for ﬁscal
consolidation.
2.2 Plan Outlay of the Centre and
States
The overall ﬁnancing pattern as set out
in Table 2.1 reveals the following points.
First, there has been a renewed emphasis on Balance from Current Revenues
(BCR) which is deﬁned as total current
revenues minus non-Plan revenue expenditure. Accordingly, the BCR accounts for 29.16 percent of the total
funding of the 12th plan as compared
with 3.71 per cent realized in the 11th
plan. Second, the projected reliance on
debt ﬁnancing has been lowered as it
accounts for around 46 per cent of the
12th plan funding than that of about 67
per cent during the 11th plan. Third, the
resources of public sector enterprises accounts for 25 percent of the total ﬁnancing as compared with about 27.4 per
cent in the 11th plan.
The Plan resources as per cent of GDP
are presented in Table 2.2 indicating an
increase of 0.84 per cent in aggregate resources with a higher share of increase
in case of the states.
The total resources relative to GDP in respect of the Centre is projected at 6.35 per
cent. The Gross Budgetary Support (GBS)
to plan from the Central Government is
projected higher at 5.23 per cent of GDP
showing an increase of 0.54 per cent
over the 11th plan realization(Table2.3).
However, resources from the Central
PSEs for the 12th plan show a about 0.2
percent of GDP.
As set out in Table 2.4 the funding
pattern of State UTs resources reveals
higher contributions from BCR leading
to higher States’ own resources (4.19
per cent of GDP as against 3.75 percent
the 11th plan). It is pertinent to note
that Central Assistance to States’ and
UTs’ plan has not shown any increase
in terms of GDP.
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Table 2.1: Overall Financing Pattern: Eleventh (XI)and Twelfth (XII)Five Year Plans (FYP)
RsCrore at Current Prices
XI FYP Realization
XII FYP Projections
Funding Sources
Centre
State and UTs Total
Centre
State and UTs Total
Balance from Current Revenue
-242,390
3,81,536
1,39,146
13,87,371
9,59,979
23,47,350
(-11.97)
(22.11)
(3.71)
(32.01)
(25.83)
(29.16)
Borrowings including net MCR
17,51,691
7,52,815
25,04,506
21,81,255
15,18,301
36,99,556
(86.50)
(43.62)
(66.77)
(50.33)
(40.85)
(45.96)
Net Inﬂow from Abroad
80,043
0
80,043
(3.95)
(2.13)
Centre’s GBS (1+2+3)
15,89,344
15,89,344
35,68,626
35,68,626
(78.48)
(42.37)
(82.35)
(44.33)
Resources of PSEs/Local Bodies
8,57,244
1,70,039
10,27,283
16,22,899
3,80,319
20,03,218
(42.33)
(9.85)
(27.39)
(37.45)
(10.23)
(24.88)
State’s Own Resources (1+2+5)
13,04,390
13,04,390
28,58,599
28,58,599
(75.58)
(34.77)
(76.92)
(35.51)
CA to States and UTs’ Plan
-421,458
4,21,458
-8,57,786
8,57,786
(20.81)
(24.42)
(-19.79)
(23.08)
Resources of Public Sector Plan
20,25,130
17,25,848
37,50,978
43,33,739
37,16,385
80,50,123
(1+2+3+5+7)

MCR: Miscellaneous Capital Receipts, PSE: Public Sector Enterprise, GBS: Gross Budgetary Support, CA: Central Assistance
Source: Planning Commission
Table 2.2: Plan Resources as Per Cent of GDP
S.No.

Item

I

Aggregate Plan Resources

II

XI Plan

XII Plan

Increase over
XI Plan

Centre

5.96

6.35

0.39

States

5.00

5.45

0.45

Centre and States

10.96

11.80

0.84

Centre

-0.61

1.88

2.49

States

1.02

1.41

0.39

Centre and States

0.41

3.29

2.88

Balance from Current Revenue

Source: Planning Commission
Table 2.3: Central Resources in XI and XII FYP (as % of GDP)
S.No.

Funding Source

XI Plan Realization

XII Plan Projection

1

Balance from Current Revenues

-0.61

1.88

2.49

2

Borrowings
MCR

5.06

3.35

-1.71

3

Net Flow from Abroad

0.24

0.00

-0.24

4

Gross Budgetary Support to
Plan (1+2+3)

4.69

5.23

0.54

5

CA to States and UTs’ Plan

1.26

1.26

0.00

6

GBS for Central Plan (4-5)

3.43

3.97

0.54

7

Resources for PSEs

2.53

2.38

-0.15

8

Resources for Central Plan
(6+7)

5.96

6.35

0.39

including

net

Source: Planning Commission
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%
Change

2.3 Sectoral Allocation of Plan Resources: Centre’s GBS by major sectors
In tune with the approach adopted for
the Twelfth Plan for ‘faster, sustainable
and inclusive growth’ a major structural
shift across sectors has been proposed
by allocating more resources to the
priority areas identiﬁed for ensuring
inclusiveness. A broad picture of the
structural change in terms of sectoral allocation of Centre’s budgetary resources (GBS including CA to State Plans for
major sectoral programmes) in Twelfth
Plan as compared to Eleventh Plan been
shown in Table 2.5.The increase of
around 120 percent in budgetary support for infrastructure in Transport and
Energy Sectors is impressive considering that a large portion of investments
in these sectors would be made from
the resources of Central Public Sector
Enterprises(CPSEs) and through publicprivate partnership(PPPs).

ISSUES AND POLICY OPTIONS
In the context of emphasis on a substantial positive BCR and reduced reliance
on debt ﬁnancing of the 12th plan the
following issues need to be addressed.
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with a front loading approach.

Table 2.4: State and UTs Resources in XI and XII FYP (as % of GDP)
S.No.

Funding Source

XI Plan Realization

XII Plan Projection

1

%
Change

Balance from Current Revenues

1.02

1.41

0.39

2

Resources of PSEs

0.5

0.56

0.06

3

Borrowings

2.23

2.22

0.01

4

States’ Own Resources
(1+2+3)

3.75

4.19

0.44

5

CA to States’ and UTs’ Plan

1.26

1.26

0.00

6

Aggregate Plan Resources
(4+5)

5.01

5.45

0.44

Source: Planning Commission
Table 2.5: Allocation of Centre’s GBS by Major Sectors in XI and XII FYP
S.
No.

Major Sectors

XI Plan Realization (%share)

XII Plan Projection (%share)

% increase
over XI
Plan

1

Agriculture and Water Resources

7.33

7.96

143.69

2

Rural
Development
PanchayatiRaj

25.01

18.86

69.31

3

Scientiﬁc Departments

3.69

3.98

142.23

4

Transport and Energy

12.84

12.57

119.89

5

Education

11.17

12.71

155.57

6

Health and Child Development

7.09

11.45

262.66

7

Urban Development

3.99

4.60

158.53

8

Others

28.87

27.86

116.70

and

Source: Planning Commission
First, there should be focused attention to augment current revenues both
for the center and states. Evidence suggests that there has been substantial
increase in states’ own tax revenue in
recent years; however there are wide
inter-state variations in the mobilization of states’ taxes. In order to achieve
the BCR amount as projected in the
12th plan, states should make efforts
to augment tax mobilization efforts.
They should give a quick concurrence
to the implementation of Goods and
Service Tax(GST).The Central government should also focus its attention
to enhance the Gross tax revenue to
GDP ratio. In this context as recently
debated, the central government may
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examine the appropriateness and usefulness of imposing higher marginal tax
rate for income level above 30 lakhs.
Alternatively, a surcharge of 5% can be
levied on the income level above 30
lakhs. This would be in line with principle of progressive taxation.
The government may also examine
different tax brackets for imposition
of corporation tax—depending on the
income level.
Second, elimination of revenue deﬁcit
should be high on the action plan of Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management (FRBM) Act of the central government. The Union Budget should frame
medium term ﬁscal consolidation path

Third, the so-called effective revenue
deﬁcit (revenue deﬁcit minus capital grants to states) as an indicator in
the FRBM may be revised. In this context, the 14thFinance commission may
examine the usefulness of capital budgeting concept forthe central and state
government budgets.
Fourth, while the reduction in non-plan
revenue expenditure is welcome, both
central and state governments should
not reduce the developmental revenue
expenditure to meet the FRBM target.
At the same time, the outcome budget
may get priority in order to ensure the
spending quality.
Fifth, infrastructure ﬁnancing via
Public and Private Partnership (PPP), as
envisaged in the plan document, should
be strictly adhered to.

CONCLUDING
OBSERVATIONS
The ﬁnancing structure of the 12th plan
has envisaged substantial positive BCR
particularly for the central government.
However, the outcome will depend critically on the achievement of buoyancy
in tax revenue, effective control over
subsidies and an improvement in the
internal resource mobilizing capacity
of Public Sector Enterprises (PSEs) both
at the Central and State levels. It is also
important that the resource mobilization efforts should be monitored strictly
so that there is not a large deviation in
the projection and actual realization,
otherwise the vision of the 12th
Plan, i.e. faster, sustainable and more
inclusive growth, will go astray.

__________________________________
Dr. R.K. Pattnaik is Professor and
Ms. Sumit Kaur is MBA (Finance)
student at S.P. Jain Institute of
Management and Research, Mumbai
ranjitkpattnaik@gmail.com
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Twelfth Plan: Searching for
Growth Levers!
- Governance & Innovation
Mr. SSunil
Mr
M
il S Bhandare
Bh d

SETTING THE PERSPECTIVE
The Twelfth Plan Document (TPD), as ﬁnally ratiﬁed and adopted by the National Development Council (NDC), swears
by its aspiration to achieve “faster, sustainable and more inclusive growth”.
But what is signiﬁcant to highlight at the
very outset is the dawn of pragmatism
about new realizable growth targets for
the Indian economy during the plan period 2012-17. Indeed, the Prime Minister’s address at the NDC meeting brings
this out very eloquently. Even while
commending many areas of economy’s
strengths and imperatives of “reasonable modiﬁcation” in the target growth
rate, he cautions thus “…. I must emphasize that achieving average of
8 percent growth, following less
than 6 percent in ﬁrst year, is
still ambitious target”.
It may be worth recalling that just little
over a year before (October
2011),

when the Approach Paper of Twelfth
Plan was released, the Planning Commission was clearly far more ambitious
and aspirational in its outlook for the
economy. It had envisaged much higher
two alternatives of 9.5% and 9% annual
average growth rate scenarios. Evidently,
rigorous reality check of growth retarding factors – both domestic and global
– seems to have gone into the ﬁnal making of the plan. Extensive consultative
process with various stakeholders seems
to have caused a search for more realistic formulations of three alternative scenarios, as subsequently
set out.
The very ﬁrst year of the
Twelfth Plan is already
lost with real GDP growth
rate unlikely to be more
than 5.5%; and despite
the recent ﬂurry of policy
actions and a welcome
swing towards positive
sentiments, even the second year (2013-14) does
not hold any promise of
growth rate exceeding
6.5%. Effectively, therefore, the burden of managing average growth
rate of 8% for the entire
Plan period rests on the
last three years, when the
economy must achieve
faster growth momentum
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of at least 9% per annum. Since the current UPA II government’s term comes to
an end in ﬁrst half of 2014, the burden of
achieving such high growth performance
would obviously transit to the next
government.

COMPULSIONS OF THREE
ALTERNATIVES
By no means, the current economic situation is salubrious to envision high ambitious growth performance thanks to
(a) a sharp slow-down in agriculture;(b)
decelerating industrial growth rate; (c)
contracting export demand; (d) ﬁscal
imbalances; (e) continued high inﬂation
rate – the surge in CPI in particular, reﬂecting not only the strength of primary
commodities inﬂationary pressures, but
also those of wage push inﬂation; (f) a
widespread sense of uncertainty (also
in the global context); and (g) serious
investors are still waiting and watching
since nothing much has happened so far
in many tough areas of reforms – land
acquisition policy, pricing of natural resources, governance issues, etc. In substance, economic fundamentals have become comparatively weak and perhaps
would continue to lag for a fairly long
period of time.
Against this backdrop, the centrality of
the TPD’s strategy is striving for an average annual real GDP growth rate –
now scaled down to 8%. This happens
to be the best case or what is termed as
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scenario. This outcome is predicated
on infusion of “many virtuous circles”
through implementation of vigorous
policy reforms. However, in the current
milieu of our political economy what is
proposed by way of strident policy reforms seems to be an almost impossible
proposition.
Perhaps recognizing such prospect, the
TPD outlines two other possibilities,
namely, scenario two of “insufﬁcient
action” envisaging average annual real
GDP growth rate to decline between to
6 to 6.5% and in the process, causing
inclusiveness to suffer. In this framework, the planners expect that broad direction of policy may be endorsed, but
implementation would be found hugely
wanting. In scenario three, the TPD is
extremely pessimistic in its outlook and
perceives the likelihood of “policy logjam” – the kind of situation to which
we have already been witness to during
the last more than two years. Under this
framework, the annual average real GDP
growth rate would drift to 5 to 5.5% with
serious setback to inclusiveness objective. Since the last quarter of 2012, however, such a situation has been partially
mitigated thanks to a sudden bout of
policy announcements.

EXPLORING GROWTH LEVERS– GOOD GOVERNANCE!
Over the last few years, both at the macro level (in terms of savings-investmentICOR matrix) and at the sectoral level,
growth levers of Indian economy have
been seriously impaired. Thus, the high
growth phase of 2003-04 and 2007-08
was substantially investment driven,
when India’s investment (gross) to GDP
ratio rose sharply; it was at its peak level
of 39% in 2007-08. But since then, it has
declined and is unlikely to be more than
38% in 2012-13. The TPD indicates the
prospect of an average investment rate
of 39.3%, but this is largely dependent
on the restoration of ﬁscal discipline on
the one hand, and the corporate sector
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sustaining its high proﬁtability performance. The average ICOR (incremental capital output ratio) for the Eleventh
Plan worked out to 4.7:1(average investment rate of 37.6% divided by real GDP
growth of 7.9%) – higher than what
was envisaged in the plan. The Twelfth
Plan projects average investment rate
of 39.3% and real GDP growth rate of
8% - yielding a slightly higher ICOR of
4.91:1. In substance, there is emerging
saturation of investment driven incremental growth momentum and also of
further erosion in the productivity and
efﬁciency of capital.
Not surprisingly, therefore, that the
TPD’s strategic framework is searching
for two other signiﬁcant determinants,
namely, (a) governance, and (b) innovation to revitalize the growth momentum.
The success in both these areas would
directly and indirectly contribute a great
deal towards improving productivity and
efﬁciency of capital usage and eventually strengthen economy’s investment
rate. There are various manifestations of
good governance and innovation, which
the TPD has sought to capture in its neatly constructed two separate chapters. Of
course, the chapter on Governance is
embellished with quite a few rhetoric
and motherhood statements.
Turning to the speciﬁcs of good governance issues, it may be worth quoting
what the TPD points out: “Good governance is critical to translating Plan
outlays into signiﬁcant outcomes on the
ground. It is critical because without
good governance, resources that are allocated are not efﬁciently utilized; management of public service delivery is
sub-optimal; efﬁciency of public expenditure is affected; and ﬁnally, it impacts
the effective management of natural resources which are sovereign wealth under sovereign ownership”. Obviously, if
all the fault-lines in governance were to
be tackled effectively, then there would
be positive feedback and unleashing of

virtuous cycle in the economy. The TPD
identiﬁes three different ways to deal
with the situation – the ﬁrst relates to
systemic improvements; the second, customer satisfaction on delivery of services
by government agencies; and the third,
combating the perception of corruption. Incidentally, it is quite perplexing
that the TPD talks about “perception”,
while the actual challenge is in dealing with “substantive real menace” of
corruption.
The TPD highlights the fact that nearly
Rs.7 lakh crores have been spent on the
15 major ﬂagship programs during the
Eleventh Plan period. Also a number of
important legislative steps have been
taken like the Right to Information Act,
Right to Education, etc. Despite such
efforts, it points out: “questions remain
on whether these programs which involve a large volume of resources are
delivering beneﬁts as expected”. Such
issues have been raised for the past
many years. Various ofﬁcial expert committees and others have from time to
time have also made many worthwhile
policy prescriptions. But most of those
have either been fully ignored or only
partially implemented.
Thus, there are grounds for extreme
skepticism about how much of the
crystalized policy prescriptions would
be acceptable to our fossilized political masters and bureaucracy for actual
implementation. Every major aspect of
governance reforms, especially relating
to restructuring of social welfare programs and combating corruption hits
at the root of political vested interest.
While in recent years the governments
have been enthusiastic in expanding
progressively the entitlements of populist welfare schemes, they are invariably
wary about actual empowerment of the
people so that beneﬁts of such schemes
actually percolate down in their hands.
Thus, the TPD has rightly sought to focus on an overarching challenge of good
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governance, namely, of ensuring better
implementation and improved accountability. It goes on to highlight multiple
speciﬁc facets of good governance,
which must invite attention of all concerned, especially those in the political
system and bureaucracy, but also importantly of the people at large. The latter
has so much at stake in the transmission
of effective beneﬁts by way of delivery
of services as well as employment and
income generation from cost effective
and timely implementation of various
projects and programs. Based on the
elaborate Chapter on Governance, the
key points that emerge are as follows:
•

•

•

First, better governance is crucial
for improving the effectiveness of
plan programs, especially ﬂagship
programs. … Implementation of
programs demand a new architecture based on innovative breaks with
the past. This will devolve through
strengthening of local institutions; social mobilization involving participation of users in planning, implementation and social audit of programs;
Cluster Facilitation Teams servicing
cluster of Gram Panchayats; involvement of civil society; capacity building of local institutions; strengthening
of data collection and management
systems, etc.
Second, restructuring of Centrally
Sponsored Schemes (CSSs), wherein
large funds are being transferred to
States. The TPD mentions a series
of useful suggestions made by B. K.
Chakravarti Committee. The core of
its report relates to consolidation of
CSSs into Flagship schemes that have
large outlays and address major national issues like agriculture, education, health, etc. and convert them
into sector-umbrella schemes.
Third, it deals with how to overcome
poor implementation of projects in
many areas, particularly in infrastructure development and large

manufacturing sector. It cites competitive development experiences
of China, Japan and Germany and
mentions two root causes for poor
implementation, namely, inadequate
consensus amongst stakeholders for
policy changes and poor coordination amongst agencies in execution. It calls for institutionalizing
the broad-based consensus-building
processes. Surely, in almost all major
projects, the local stake-holders participation will increasingly become
imperative and so also coordination
across different agencies. … Project
management, with a view to deliver
on time and within cost, is learnable
capability that can be institutionalized. A nation-wide drive to improve
project management must, therefore,
be considered to be an integral part
of the Twelfth Plan.
•

Fourth is a much complex and
broader issue of combating corruption! The Chapter covers practically
a whole gamut of policy measures
including the long-pending civil services’ reforms, based on the reports
of the Second Administrative Reforms Commission. Incidentally, this
Commission has submitted 15 different reports on various aspects of gov-
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ernance ever since it was constituted
in 2005 till 2007. Several legislative
measures are needed, including effective Lokpal, a law on public procurement and transparency and the
creation of a legislative framework
governing the functioning of regulatory institutions so as to ensure functional autonomy and accountability.
To combat corruption, it is also imperative to ensure speedy prosecution and
trial in corruption cases. The long delays
in the judicial process are an important
factor behind the growing cynicism
about the rule of law in our system. Reforms in the legal process need to be put
in place without further delays.
Needless to say, most of what the TPD
has set out reﬂects the commonly known
challenges to good governance of past
many years. And we often hear about
government’s enduring intentions to deal
with them. The only ground for renewed
hope comes from the fact that the failure
to act now is fraught with economy going further down the drift. Hence, the
concerned authorities could ill afford to
consign this vital part of TPD to archival
material. Thus, the urgency of this proposition is derived from (a) a widespread
sense of despondency and frustration
among practically all stakeholders;
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and (b) the need to rebuild conﬁdence
and credibility in the future of India’s
development strategy.
We believe that any plan is as good or as
bad as its implementation. A good plan
combined with its better implementation
per se will change the dimensions of outcomes; it would easily contribute 1.5 to
2 percentage point incremental growth
over and above India’s currently perceived realizable growth potential. For
this purpose, it is imperative for the government to draw with the support from
the Planning Commission a blue print
of time bound (three-year) Action Plan
on a host of suggestions for ushering in
good governance. We further believe
that the authenticity for implementation
of such an Action Plan can only be ensured if the Prime Minister himself takes
a full charge of the same and appoints in
his ofﬁce a cabinet ranking Minister to
monitor and evaluate the progress of its
implementation.

INNOVATION LEVER
Complimenting with good governance
is the other potentially powerful innovation-driven growth lever. In the global
context, innovation is now widely recognized as one of the key determinants
of economic growth; and India seems to
be progressively getting into this groove.
What are the typical characteristics of

innovation-driven economy? Evidently,
it is one where organizations, enterprises and people nurture scientiﬁc temper
and acquire, create, disseminate and deploy innovations more and more effectively for greater and greater economic
and social development. Innovations
manifests in many different ways and
are inextricably linked with science and
technology; research and development;
hardware infrastructure and software;
and education, especially in the area of
higher learning – engineering, science
and technology. Successful innovations
and their practical applications lead to
efﬁcient ways of producing goods and
services and delivering
them more effectively
at lower costs to greater
number of population.
Measuring the contribution of innovation
to economic growth
is not straightforward.
There
are
innovations, which are incremental in nature
(“new ways of making
current products better, faster, cheaper”),
while there may be
others revolutionary,
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breakthrough developments (“creating
something not previously created”).
The mix and relationship between incremental and radical innovations varies a lot and has very different impact
on the growth proﬁle. The relationship
between these factors and the resulting
output is the subject of a huge theoretical literature on economic growth and
development. In the ultimate analysis, the beneﬁts of innovation manifests in their positive contribution to
labor and capital productivity.

TPD & INDIAN MODEL OF
INNOVATION
Although India has made efforts to
bring about economic and social
change through science and technology ever since Independence, it is only
in the last couple of decades that the
emphasis on innovation as an engine
of economic growth in our planning
strategy has gained some signiﬁcant
momentum. Thus, the Twelfth Plan
Document (TPD) points out that “ Innovation can play a key role in not only
driving growth and competitive advantage, but also ensuring that this development includes a larger cross section
of people and is socially, economically
and environmentally sustainable”. The
TPD highlights many unique challeng-
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es facing the country in terms of major
inadequacies in such diverse areas as
health, education, skills, agriculture,
urban and rural development, energy
and so on. It believes that “Innovation
is going to be central to providing answers to the most pressing challenges
and for creating opportunity structures
for sharing the beneﬁts of the emerging
knowledge economy”.
The TPD talks about a need for an Indian Model of Innovation that focuses
on affordability and inclusive growth.
The emphasis is on producing “frugal”
cost solutions with “frugal” costs of innovations, which is in sharp contrast
with conventional approach. The objective is not only to generate beneﬁts to
people, especially the poor, but also to
project India to emerge as a global leader in this endeavor. What are the salient
features of this model as envisaged by our
planners?
•

First, a focus on ﬁnding affordable
solutions to the needs for the needs
of people – for health, water, transport, etc. – without compromising
on quality (e.g. low cost surgeries);

•

Second, delivering the beneﬁts of
technologies to people through
innovations in organizational and
process models (e.g. expand the
reach of telephony with the cheapest
call services in the world); and

•

Three, to promote innovations in the
process of innovation itself to reduce
the cost of developing innovations
(e.g. Open Source Drug Discovery
to develop drugs for treatment of
tuberculosis – Infosys developed
web-based platform).

The exclusive Chapter on Innovation
proclaims some unique strengths of India, especially the fact that it is “a nation
of a billion connected people, with over
800 million mobile phones, and global
leadership in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and software”.

India can leverage the unprecedented
advantages provided by this changing
landscape of connectivity and collaboration. It highlights the need for fostering
innovation ecosystem endowed with enterprises working in conjunction: entrepreneurs, researchers, ﬁnance providers,
business enterprises and policymakers.
For strengthening such innovation ecosystem, the government has obviously to
play a critical role. “It must provide policy interventions, strengthen knowledge
infrastructure, improve inter-institutional
collaborations, providing mechanism for
funding business innovations at all levels especially small and medium scale
enterprises (SMEs) and provide vision
through a national-level road map for
innovations”.
What is important to stress is that an
Indian Model of Innovation must lead to
“affordable and qualitative solutions and
address the needs of people at the bottom of the Pyramid, eliminate disparity
and focus on an inclusive growth model”. Very laudable objectives, indeed;
but the challenge is in strategizing their
details of operations!
For this purpose, the TPD has series of
suggestions which encompass (i) supporting ﬁnancial system and mentoring – the National Innovation Council
(NInC), which has already been set up,
is creating the Fund which will promote
enterprises engaged in developing solutions in key areas such as health, education, agriculture, handloom, handicrafts and small business enterprises;
(ii) increasing skills, productivity and
competitiveness of MSMEs – NinC is
envisioning Industry Innovation Cluster initiative and establishing frame-
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works for knowledge and best practice
sharing; (iii) nurturing innovation
through education – many important
proposals are under consideration of
Human Resource Development Ministry, which includes National Innovation
Promotion Service, setting up of a Meta
University and 20 Design Innovation
Centers; and facilitating development of
20 University Innovation Clusters; (iii)
platform for best practices and innovations; (iv) developing institutional framework for innovation – NInC is facilitating
State Innovation Councils in each State;
and so on.
In summing up, based on rigorous
ground level realty check, it has become imperative for the Twelfth Plan to
anchor its growth ambitions. With macro
and sectoral growth determinants coming under severe stresses and strains in
the last few years, it is inevitable for the
policy makers now to explore new triggers of good governance and innovation
for the economy to regain its lost growth
momentum. While there can be no
measurable precision of the likely quantitative gains at the macro level – for
example, incremental real GDP growth
number, it is doubtless that at multiple
levels, there would be galvanizing positive impact. What is proposed in the two
exclusive chapters is a massive agenda
for action. … Will it be implemented in
its entirety over the given ﬁve-year timeframe or will it be rolled over into the
archives of the Planning Commission?
… a big question mark …

__________________________________
The Author is Chief Economist, MEDC
sunil.bhandare@gmail.com
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Monitorable Targets for
the Plan
(Excerpts fromTwelfth Five
Year Plan)
Twenty-ﬁve core indicators that are listed
below reﬂect the vision of rapid, sustainable and more inclusive growth:
Economic Growth
1. Real GDP Growth Rate of 8.2
per cent.
2. Agriculture Growth Rate of 4.0
per cent.
3. Manufacturing Growth Rate of 10.0
per cent.
4. Every State must have a higher average growth rate in the Twelfth Plan
than that achieved in the Eleventh
Plan.
Poverty and Employment
5. Head-count ratio of consumption
poverty to be reduced by 10 percentage points over the preceding
estimates by the end of Twelfth Five
Year Plan.
6. Generate 50 million new work
opportunities in the non-farm
sector and provide skill certiﬁcation
to equivalent numbers during the
Twelfth Five Year Plan.

school enrolment (that is, between
girls and boys, and between SCs,
STs, Muslims and the rest of the
population) by the end of Twelfth
Five Year Plan.
Health
10. Reduce IMR to 25 and MMR to 1 per
1000 live births, and improve Child
Sex Ratio (0–6 years) to 950 by the
end of the Twelfth Five Year Plan.
11. Reduce Total Fertility Rate to 2.1 by
the end of Twelfth Five Year Plan.
12. Reduce
under-nutrition
among
children aged 0–3 years to half of the
NFHS-3 levels by the end of Twelfth
Five Year Plan.
Infrastructure, Including Rural
Infrastructure
13. Increase investment in infrastructure as a percentage of GDP to 9 per
cent by the end of Twelfth Five Year
Plan.

Education

14. Increase the Gross Irrigated Area
from 90 million hectare to 103 million hectare by the end of Twelfth
Five Year Plan.

7. Mean Years of Schooling to increase
to seven years by the end of Twelfth
Five Year Plan.

15. Provide electricity to all villages and
reduce AT&C losses to 20 per cent by
the end of Twelfth Five Year Plan.

8. Enhance access to higher education
by creating two million additional
seats for each age cohort aligned to
the skill needs of the economy.

16. Connect all villages with all-weather
roads by the end of Twelfth Five Year
Plan.

9. Eliminate gender and social gap in
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17. Upgrade national and state highways
to the minimum two-lane standard by

the end of Twelfth Five Year Plan.
18. Complete Eastern and Western
Dedicated Freight Corridors by the
end of Twelfth Five Year Plan.
19. Increase rural tele-density to 70 per
cent by the end of Twelfth Five Year
Plan.
20. Ensure 50 per cent of rural population has access to 55 LPCD piped
drinking water supply and 50 per
cent of gram panchayats achieve the
Nirmal Gram Status by the end of
Twelfth Five Year Plan.
Environment and Sustainability
21. Increase green cover (as measured
by satellite imagery) by 1 million
hectare every year during the Twelfth
Five Year Plan.
22. Add 30000 MW of renewable
energy capacity in the Twelfth Plan.
23. Reduce emission intensity of GDP in
line with the target of 20 per cent to
25 per cent reduction by 2020 over
2005 levels.
Service Delivery
24. Provide access to banking services to
90 per cent Indian households by the
end of Twelfth Five Year Plan.
25. Major subsidies and welfare related
beneﬁciary payments to be shifted
to direct cash transfer by the end of
the Twelfth Plan, using the Aadhar
platform
with
linked
bank
accounts.
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Banking and Finance
Highlights :
•

More Sops for Exporters

•

Need investment alternative to Gold

•

Mrs. Usha Thorat proposal may put 70% of
the NBFCs out of business if implemented

•

Air India raises concerns over FDI in aviation

V.T.
V
T Pai
P i

Preamble:
Some of the decisions / policies / initiatives / indications by Government of India & RBI are likely to have far reaching
impact on Indian Economy / its growth
in the times to come.
*Increase in Import duty to curb imports of gold which is not a productive
ideal affect adding to current account
deﬁcit and which does not add to GDP
nor facilitate employment. The fear is
that it may lead to hike in smuggling
which is not a rational solution. * Slow
down in export is adding to current account deﬁcit. The measures taken by
RBI are 2% subsidy on exports, which
is now extended upto March 2014.
The present trend is continuous and it is
likely that we may miss the export target which is placed at USD 360 billion,
additional incentive to incremental

export to make it competitive in international market. Further, additional incentives for export under pilot scheme
for project export through Exim Bank
route to SARC countries. This step is
welcomed by India Inc. * FDI inﬂows
slowed down and now this contracted
to USD 1.9 billion (about Rs.10,470/crores) and the measures proposed for
this are taken. It is expected that this
will arrest further drop in countries export, if not by March 2013 but in the
times to come. In our opinion this has
not escaped the kind attention of policy
makers. There is a vested interest which
has played major role. If this measure
is not implemented with the right spirit
in time it will have adverse impact on
inﬂation, the necessity lies in offering
real rate of interest for ﬁnancial instrument and not chocking up the supply
channel. * 70% of NBFCs (Non Banking Financial Company) in the country will be closed down if Mrs. Usha
Thorat, former Deputy Chairman of
RBI implemented the stringent norms
including their asset size to be less than
Rs.25 crores. Minimum equity capital
to be raised to 10% of risk weighted
assets which are presently at 7.5%. *
Air India’s concern over FDI aviation
industry by foreign air lines comes in
the way of domestic industry. This international air lines still treat Air India
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i.e. national carrier as feeder service
and snatch away main source of foreign
exchange by expanding their own ﬂeet
which enable to them offer higher facilities at competitive rate for passenger
which Air India presently can not afford
to offer. Its needs USD 5.8 billion to
stay in business which in reality has to
come from tax payers fund.
In the following paragraphs we have attempted to cover majority of the above
points if not all. Those interested in
further details may please write to the
author.

CHIDAMBARAM LIKELY TO
PLACE MORE CURBS ON GOLD
IMPORTS: JANUARY, 2013
The government may increase import
duty on gold to control the widening current account deﬁcit that hit an all-time
high in the July-September quarter 2012.
Last year, custom duty on gold was increased twice to discourage imports. At
present the import duty on standard gold
bars, gold coins and non-standard gold
is 10%.
India’s current account deﬁcit-or, the difference between exports of goods and
services and inward remittances, and import of goods and services and transfers
to outsiders-widened to $22.3 billion
(approx Rs. 1,21,200 crore), or 5.4%
of the gross domestic product, in July-
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September, breaching the previous high
of $21.7 billion recorded in JanuaryMarch quarter. In the ﬁrst half of the year
the current account deﬁcit was $38.7
billion or 4.6% of GDP.

speculative. “May be some smuggling
has taken place but whatever level of
duty, there is always smuggling.”

More Sops for Exporters,
Interest Subsidy Extended:

The country imported gold worth $56.2
billion (approx Rs 3,05,500 crore) during
2011-12. Chidambaram said the country
could not afford to spend so much on
importing gold.

The government has announced more
sops to stem the slide in exports that has
led to alarming widening of the trade
deﬁcit and depreciation of the rupee.

“Nobody says gold within the country
should not be used for whatever purpose. There is enough gold within the
country,” he said. “But import of gold is
huge strain on the current account.”

The incentives include extension of the
2% interest subsidy available to certain
sectors by one more ﬁnancial year, until
the end of March 2014, and expanding
coverage to a few engineering sub-sectors to make exports more competitive.

The minister, however, said the country
has the capacity to ﬁnance this deﬁcit.
“While the CAD (current account deﬁcit) is indeed worrying, I think it is within
our capacity to ﬁnance, thanks to foreign
direct investment, foreign institutional
investments and external commercial
borrowings,” he said.
Chidambaram said that even if CAD
remains higher than 4.2% of GDP in
2011-12 India would be able to ﬁnance
it without drawing upon its reserves, underscoring the need to encourage capital
ﬂows through and portfolio routes.
On reports of smuggling of gold,
Chidambaram said it is mostly

Besides, all small and medium enterprises, irrespective of sectors, will get
this subsidy, an incentive that the government hopes will help push exports by
the end of the current ﬁscal.
“With these incentives, we will be able
to give a push to exports in the last
quarter of this ﬁscal. The objective is to
stabilize the situation and move from
negative territory to positive and keep
the trade deﬁcit in control,” commerce
and industry minister Anand Sharma
said, even as he admitted that the target
of $360 billion for exports in the current
ﬁscal is likely to be missed.
India’s exports contracted 5.95% to
$189.2 billion during April-November,
contributing signiﬁcantly to the high
trade deﬁcit of nearly $130 billion.
The sectors covered under the interest
subsidy scheme include handicrafts, carpets, handloom, readymade garments,
processed agriculture products, sports
goods and toys.
The government also announced additional incentives for incremental exports
to the US, European Union and Asian
countries, besides adding New Zealand,
Cayman Islands, Latvia, Lithuania and
Bulgaria to its ‘focus market scheme’.
The scheme aims to make exports more
competitive in certain overseas markets
by offsetting high freight costs.
Sharma also announced a pilot scheme
of 2% interest subsidy for project exports
through Exim Bank for countries in the
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SAARC region, Africa and Myanmar to
spur exports to new markets.
These incentives are in addition to the
annual supplement of the foreign trade
policy announced in June.
Welcoming the proposals, A Sakthivel,
chairman of the Apparel Export Promotion Council, said, “It will help in boosting
the exports to non-traditional markets and
help in product diversiﬁcation drive.”

Allow ETFs to Park 20% Gold
Assets with Banks’:
“Sebi has suggested this as one of the options to curb gold imports and chanelise
investment of retail investors from physical gold to gold-linked instruments,”
a senior government ofﬁcial said on
condition of anonymity.

Need Investment Alternatives to
Gold :
A Reserve Bank of India panel has
brought to the fore the harm that enormous gold imports can cause the economy, but said the answer lies not in
just curbing the demand but in providing alternatives that yield real returns,
adjusted for inﬂation.
The panel has suggested many measures, including taxes and capping of the
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quantum of imports by banks and others such as MMTC. It also favours goldbacked ﬁnancial instruments. Much to
the relief of non-banking ﬁnance companies, it said lending with gold as collateral should be expanded with banks
increasing their gold loans portfolio.
“The current trend in the quantum of
gold imports appears to be making India’s external sector vulnerable in terms
of rising trade and current account deﬁcits, which in the absence of adequate
foreign capital ﬂows, can have implications for maintaining adequate foreign
exchange reserves buffer,” said a draft
report of the Working Group to Study
the Issues Related to Gold Imports
and Gold Loans by NBFCs headed by
KUB Rao.
Gold contributes to nearly 30% of the
trade deﬁcit. About 10% of world’s gold
is in India’s possession, says the World
Gold Council. Accumulated gold stock
in India is around 18,000 to 19,000
tonnes as per independent estimates.
During 2002-2012, the annual gold demand remained stable at between 700
and 900 tonnes. It is inﬂation which is
the culprit behind the high demand for
the precious metal.
“The dominant reason why a person
may like to hold his savings in the form
of gold is to hedge against inﬂation,” it
said. “Therefore, offering a real rate of
interest as an incentive on a ﬁnancial instrument would better address the issue
of excessive clamor for gold imports.”
Any attempt to curb it without alternatives could fail, it said. “The Group
recognises the fact that choking supply channels cannot be an appropriate
way to reduce the demand unless under
compelling circumstances. We need to
address the excessive demand issue.”
“If there is an increase in import duty
and gold-linked ﬁnancial products come
in, black market for gold will start,” said
Gnanasekar Thiagarajan, director Commtrendz Research. RBI took a number of
measures to discourage investment into
the precious metal in the recent past. It
banned banks from funding gold-buying
by gold loan companies and reduced
the lending capacity of gold ﬁnancing

NBFCs from 70% of the value of gold.

FDI inﬂows decline in October:
Foreign direct investment (FDI) inﬂows
into the country contracted 37% to $1.9
billion (around Rs. 10,470 crore today)
in October 2012 from the year-ago period after rising 154% in September
this year.

Fin Cos Crucial for Small
Borrowers:
Finance companies ﬁll a key gap in the
Indian ﬁnancial system by lending to
people who cannot meet the strict document and collateral norms set by banks.
Also, they serve in regions where the
banking system has not reached even
four decades after nationalization. Although some of them charge usurious interest rates, their ﬂexibility and the ease
with which a borrower can get loans
make them relevant to the system.
The panel also seeks to bring them on a
par with banks by reducing the period
for declaring a borrower a defaulter to
50 days, from 180 days now.

RBI Proposal May Put 70%
NBFCs Out of Biz:
More than two-thirds of non-banking ﬁnance companies (NBFCs) face closure if
the Usha Thorat panel recommendation
on minimum asset size is implemented
by the Reserve Bank of India, shutting a
vital source of funding in many parts of
the country.
Nearly 9,000 companies lending to borrowers in small towns and villages that
lack banking facilities could be in danger of losing their licences as their asset
size is less than Rs 25 crore.
The RBI-constituted panel, headed by its
former deputy governor Usha Thorat, to
tighten rules for NBFCs has proposed that
these companies should have minimum
assets of Rs 25 crore. Thorat has also suggested that their minimum equity capital
be raised to 10% of risk-weighted assets
from 7.5%.

Air India raises concerns over
FDI in aviation:
State-run Air India Ltd. has warned
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the government that allowing investments by foreign airlines will hurt the
interests of domestic airlines and prevent
Indian airports from developing into
international hubs.
India in September allowed foreign airlines to own up to a
49% stake in local airlines, accepting a
demand by cash-strapped domestic airlines to help shore up their capital and
reduce debt.
Jet Airways (India) Ltd. and Kingﬁsher
Airlines Ltd have since begun stake-sale
discussions with Abu Dhabi-based Etihad
Airways PJSC. Last week, Jet indicated it
might be closer to a deal with the West
Asian airline than Kingﬁsher, whose licence to ﬂy lapsed on 31 December.
Nandan wrote in his letter to Srivastava
that the liberalized FDI policy could hurt
local airlines because overseas airlines
may choose to use Indian airlines mainly
as feeder services for their own operations, said the ofﬁcial quoted above.
And the ambitions of Indian airports
to emerge as international hubs would
be undermined because foreign airline investors will want to divert the
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has been referred to government. It may
be noted here that Finance Ministry is in
hurry and would like the former to issue
the new licenses. The Apex bank is cautious about the same. Under the circumstances fresh licenses may not be issued
before end of this ﬁnancial year.
The nation’s largest Bank i.e. SBI is going
to meet to appraise its own position during the week. The most economist feel
RBI is to ease the rates further in March

2013 in view of the monetary policy as
inﬂation is likely to fall further. RBI cut
the projection for gross domestic product
growth rate to 5.5% from 5.8% and the
estimated inﬂation to 6.8% from 7.5%
by end of March, 2013.

__________________________________
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passenger trafﬁc to their own hubs abroad,
the Air India CMD was cited as writing in
the letter.
Air India has reason to be worried about
its privately run rivals getting a boost
from foreign airline investments that
could undermine its own competitive
edge. Troubled by high debt and other
operational hassles, the state-run ﬁrm
is relying on a taxpayer-funded $5.8
billion bailout to stay in business.
An immediate threat is the potential
Jet-Etihad deal.
“It is all a volume game—the more capacity you offer, the greater your market
share is, a greater market share means
you can determine prices, which determines proﬁtability,” the analyst added.

RBI SETS STAGE FOR
RECOVERY
The biggest gainers of reduction in interest rate are investors in Real Estate,
Banks & Financial Institutions. IDBI has
already indicated they will pass on the
beneﬁts to the borrowers. Further the
lower rates will boost the growth in investment. However, the government reserves its decision by raising the red ﬂag
with higher current account deﬁcit and
stubbornly high food inﬂation which
may constrain it to reverse decision in
the coming months. This is a set back for
those institutions planning to have long
terms projects.
As indicated in the past RBI would like
to issue the new licenses. The matter
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